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ABSTRACT 
This study presents a complement of Elemental Activities for 
use in developing a Maintenance Prediction Technique for ground electronic 
equipment repaired at the system level. 
The research approach to maintenance prediction, utilized was 
developed by the ARINC Research Co~poration for the Air Force. To pre-
dict maintenance ARINC combined the probabilities that maintenance 
actions, express~~ as Elemental Activities, will occur to get an estimate 
of the total time a system will be unusable. 
A secondary objective of the pap~r was to investigate the mean 
time used for the performance of an Elemental Activity. An Analysis of 
Variance was used to determine whether the mean time used for one system 
was applicable to more than one system. 
l ; Finally, a sho1;t: d;i's_c11s$ion on1 the: sub:J~c_t of Maintainability 
Design is presented. 
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-;--·--- -
this study presents a complement of Elemental Activities for 
use in developing a Maintenance Prediction Technique for ground electrc;,ni.c 
equipment repaired at the system level. 
r 
The research a~proach to maintenance prediction utilized was 
developed by the ARINC aesearch Corporation· for the Air Force. To pre~ 
diet maintenance ARINC combined the probabilities that maintenance 
actions, expressed as Elemental Activities, will occur to get an estimate 
of the total time a system will be unusable. 
A secondary objective of the paper was to investigate the mean 
time used for the performance of an Elemental Activity. An AnJlysis of 
Variance was used to determine whether the mean time used for one system 
was applicable to more than one system. 
Finally, a short discussion on the subject of Maintainability 
Design is presented. 
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INTRODUCTION 
\ 
"Maintainability is ·a quality of the combined features 
and characteristics·of equipment which permits _or en-hances the accomplishment of maintenance by personnel 
of average skills, under the natur.al and environmental 
conditions in which it will appear. 11 (16) 
-2 
Although an index of maintainability is a desirable tool, high 
research costs and restricted applicability have confined attempts to 
quantify maintainability to large organizations. According to the 
* Defense Documentation Center six such studies have been made. All were 
sponso:r:~d by the military services. 
I• 
The Air Force has shown further interest in maintainability by 
writing a Military Specification. (l4 ) Its inclusion in a ·contract re-
quires a contractor to investigate quantitatively the maintainability of 
his product. Even though part of one of the existing studies is used as 
an e.xample in the Specification, none of the six are required to be used. 
This indicates, in my opinion, that the Air Force is not completely 
satisfied with the existing techniques. 
l 
·· •:.t. ,i Recognizing the need, and the desire, for continued research in 
·the .area of quantifying maintainability, I undertook this study. ·----·--"• .. ' 
\ *--------------------------
·Formerly called ASTJA, Armed Services .Technical Information Agency 
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HISTORICAL REVIEW 
-3 
The Army Signal Corps first contracted an attempt to quantify 
maintainability in 1959. (l5) This study was performed by Munger and 
Willis, under the auspices of the American Institute of Research. The 
objective was to"· •• develop a technique for measuring the maintain-
ability of electronic equipment during its development cycle'.'. Data 
collection was confined to three groups of Army Signal Corps equipment: 
radio, wire, and miscellaneous items such as radar, power supplies, and 
test equipment. This early work did much to establish a detailed pro-
cedure for making quantitative· evaluation of equipment maintainability. 
However, the authors were unsuccessful in developing a prediction 
technique, since an empirical relationship between operational ,effec-
tiveness and their Index of Maintainability could not be established. 
-In 1.961, Schafer, Benson, Clausen developed a maintenance _pre-
·dlc,·tillri technique. (Zl) Their work was performed under a contract awarded 
to General Dynamics-Convair by the Air Force. Data collection for this 
study was confined __ to fifty-eight components of the F-106 aircraft. 
Standard times for the elements of a task were obtained by timing Convair 
•: •" -4J. ••• ··~-<,·•·~_. ,,,, •r,,-S. .•• - • ' ' 
mech4nics. These times, combined with estimates of task performance time 
given by experienced mechanics, .were used to obtain a regression equation 
for replacement tasks. A similar procedure was followed to obtain a· 
regression equation for·the sub-tasks: preparation, test, alignment, and 
clean-up. Technical Order- reference time and waiting time remained for 
the maintenance analyst to-estimate .• 
.~. 
.._:..:..;,.,..~......_.._...., _____ , .. --- ....... _,__,,_. .... ~ .. ---·-- ' .... ~ 
-4 ·,. 
Retterer, Sie-gel, et. al. (1963) devised.a- maintainability pre-
.'/ . 
diction · · ( 18) ( 19) (2 0) technique for g~ound electronic equipment. This 
• I 
study was executed for the Ai·r Force by Radio Corporation of America. 
The technique uses information available to a designer to select a 
sample of maintenance tasks which might be performed •. Each selected 
task is evaluated on three checklists: Physical Design Factors, 
Facilities, and Maintenance Skills. The scores obtained from the ~heck-
lists are combined by a regression equation to ~stimate task or down time. 
Time data for the study were collected under both field and laboratory 
conditions. The systems observed were the AN/FPS-20 Prime Search Radar, 
AN/FST-2 Coordinat.e Data. ·tr:ansmitting Set, and AN/G'JA-5 Time Division 
Data Link. 
A drawback to tJii-s· predtc.tlon technique is its requirement for 
sub;J~ctive judgment by the analyst. For example, item #1, Checklist A, 
:·Scoring Physical Design Factor is: 
•:• 
Access (External) 
a. Access adequate b.oth. fo:,; v._isual.- and manipulative 
tasks (electrica·l and mechanical). 
b. Access adeqqate, ·for visual, ·but not manipulative, 
·tasks. 
c:. l\ccess. adeq'llate: :£.or manipulative, but not visual_.,. 
tasks. 
d .• Access not .adequate for visual or ·maµ.tp'1J:at:i-ve-
tasks. 
The analyst selects one of the above for the task he is evaluating. The 
que·stion arises:· Will analysts rating the same task on the same piece of 
equipment make the ·-.same selection? 
vest~gated by the Air Force. 
This. question is curr~ntly being ·in-
\ 
, 
,{ 
·~ ·.' .... . 
., 
i 
I 
.· I 
I 
I 
I . 
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. . (23) In 1·964,_ Donald Topmiller developed a prediction technique 
I> 
that he believed overcame the three major inadequacies .he found in the _____ .. 
previQusly mentioned studies. These in~dequacies are: 
1.. No attempt· has bee·n made to perform these studies 
within a theoretical man-machine system. 
2. · All the prev.ious research has. been limited to 
predicting maintainability .for certain restricted 
classes of e·quipment. 
3. None of the studies used criterion data which are 
currently being collected as a matter of course 
for management or research and development purpos_es. 
' Iri his study a Wherry-Winer factor analytic-multiple correlation a~alysis . 
was applied to data collected by use o.f questionnaires and times reported 
. 
,, . 
under Air Force Manual 66-1 maintenance data reporting system. Three 
weapon systems (B-52 bomber ai~craft, KC-135 tanker. aircraft, and GAM 77 
missile) and three .cla.;sse:a of e·quipment (elec;.·t_rical, mechanical, and 
. .. 
hydraulic) were :sampled_. 
I 
Tbpmiite·r found, as have others·!:ll)(lJ) that data reported under· 
., AFM 66--1 .f~ .nQt iver·y precise. Having been d!rectly associated with th.e 
AFM 66-1 syst;:¢.m·, I a:m not surprised by their findings. 
Fed:er~te:d· ·Elec,tric Corporation developed a technique applicable 
to sb.:i.pbciard electronic equipment for the Navy. (l) Interestingly, this 
technique uses the Work Factor Predetermined Time System. To apply the 
technique an-analyst first determines the functional level at which 
' 
maintenance will be performed·on· an item of equipment. There are nine 
possible levels: part, st~ge, subas~embly, ••• subs.ystem, system. 
Having made this determination, the· analyst computes the· task t~me to 
repair each part, module, etc.-·-~y using the Work Factor Times. All task 
-
'· 
! I 
.. 
·;,,,·. 
,. -6 
.. ' 
·times are then ·combined to yield a Maintainability Index for the item .. 
of equipment. Data were collected aboard ship-by observing Navy per-
sonnel perform maintenance activities on shipboard electronic equipment •.. 
) ' 
,, 
... 
·.• 
. ·O! 
. ' 
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THE ARINC STUDY . 
The most recent maintainability,predic~ion technique was 
' 
developed for the Air Force by ARINC Research Corporation. (9) Since in 
my opinion, the ARINC maintainance prediction model shows promise of 
becoming the most reliable yet developed, I decided to base my thesis on ' 
their; approach. 
.. The ARINC Techn:ique· :-i's a:p_plicable to airborne electronic or 
:.e·lect:romechanical system:s at the system level of maintenance. In the 
Air Force there are thre·~, ·iev.e.l·s of airborne equipment maintenance; 
flight-line, base shop, and depot; ancl :t.w..o levels of ground electroni·c 
~,qu_ipment maintenance: base shop .and. de·pot. System level maintenance 
t>.ccurs at the flight-line for a.'i:rborne electronic equipment, and at the· 
,,. l ~: base- sl;iqp for . grounc;l: elec.t::ron~c equipment. · ARINC chose to s_tudy the 
·1 .l 
~- :_s-ystem: level .o,f ai;r:b·ot11e eqti"i.p~nt maintenance ". .• . becaus.e th~ ·primary . . 
* goal of system- ~ff¢·¢t:i.vene-s·f3 · is a method of prec;licting. the. to:tal time. 
the system will _be unu·sable''.. 
Alth-00:gh: the ARINC Techniq'1e u.se·s features of equipment · meil°surable 
,a·t· the design stage,. a comprehensive study of maintenance prediction must 
-
-
· consider the affects of other variables. ARINC' s comments. on the inad-
equacies of using an approach based exclusively up.o.n :_design features are: 
-----------~------------------
* . Effectiveness - a measure of the ability of equipment·to fulfill.the requirements of the job for which it was designed. (9) 
·-
_'JI •.• · 
• 
If this approach were used in specifications, it 
would.have the advantage of requiring the establish-
ment and evaluation of only those features· which the design engineer can influence; the effects of the 
maintenance support system would be excluded. Such 
an approach would yield what might be termed the 
equipment's "intrinsic maintainability". 
• 
This approach would not apply to systems having 
a strict availability requirement. Some systems, for 
example, require a closely controlled turn-around 
time. In such cases, the maintainance support or-
ganization would be geared to compensate for, and 
thus mask, many deficiencies in design features. 
An accurate determination of the "intrinsic 
maintainability" of an equipment is fraught with 
methodological problems. It cannot be accomplished by merely observing maintenance events, because an 
attempt to do so would ignore the effects of main-
tenance-support, human factors, environment, and all 
the other non-design characteristics. 
As design features are only partly responsible for the time an equipment is in unsatisfactory oper-
ating condition, investigation of additional causes 
of time consumption is reasonable. · 
-8 
The Technique was formulated primar.fly .. fro.m data collected on the 
AN/ASB-4 Bombing/Navigation systems of the B-52 aircraft,- and refinements 
*· were made from data colle:c.ted on -~_eyen other airborne electronic systems. 
'The. data used were co11~c.-t¢.d 1:>:y deo:rie:f"ing interviews with main-
ten,ance per-sannel immediately following ,an atr·craft maintenance action, 
and represented reported times, instead o·f directly measured times. The 
actual pred:!:_,c'tion Technique contains a me,th<>d- for convert~ng reported . -
:times in-to real· times.· I questioned one of the authors of the Technique 
about the -reliability of using report~d times for en·g_ine·erin.g- analysis. 
--------------~------------
. 
* . 
-
- .-AN/ARC-65, AN/~C-34, AN/AIC~lO, AN/APX-25, 
AN/ARN-21, AN/APN-89, MD-1 
r 
. I. 
I . 
,, 
-9 
l 
His explanation was that the time a system will be down is controlled by 
* the maintenance technician's estimate of the repair time. For example, 
consider a television delivered to a shop for repairs~ The technician 
estimates that the repairs will be completed in forty-eight hours. Thus, 
the services of the set are lost for two days. However, the actual re-
pairs may be completed in the first two hours· after delivery. 
After investigating the causes of system down time,.ARINC 
·p·ar:t:ltioned maintenance time into the time elements shown in Fig. 1. 
As the figure shows, all maintenance repairs are divided into 
a series of six categories. Examination of these.· categories revealed 
that the time distributions could range from zero to several hours. 
ARINC noted that within each category there were Elemental Act·iyities 
of a standard nature. These Elemental Activities had not :·only narrower, 
but also less skewed, time distributions. Based: on :these. ob~ervations 
~- plenary complement of Elemental Activities for airb:orne: electron:i~ 
$.y~tems·., ··repaired at the system level, was de·v~:l.qpe~f. 
The Elemental Activity is the ·vehicle on ·which :the prediction 
te.c:hrti.que is based. Th:e. assumption ls that technicians repairing future 
sy,stems will· perform the same Elemet1tal Activities performed on present 
~ystems. Active maintenance time is influenced by two attribut·es of· 
the Elemental Activity: the distribution of times required to p~~f.ot-.m. 
an Activity; and, the· probability that the Activity will occu·r .• 
-,-. --·- --~,-~-·--.~· ---•-
·-- -. "'' -. . ... 
--------------------~-----* . In "p~ace time" actual repair time and system down time are different. It is assumed in times 
of national emergency system down time will 
I 
· approach, or will be the same as, ,actual repair. 
time. 
:,. 
_;t 
- ~·-. 
t 
; 
•. 
;. 
·:. 
\ 
·\ 
' 
' 
Elemental I Activities A I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Maintenance 
I 
Categories 
A I 
Preparation 
Time 
C 
Malf"Unct1on 
Ver1.f1cat1on 
Time 
Fault IA:>cat1on 
Time 
Part 
Procurement 
Time 
j 
R~pa.1r Time 
Pinal Mal.t'Unet1on 
Test Time 
• 
.!. 
. ' 
Maltunct1on Time 
-•tem Time 
I 
I 
I 
System 
IDg1st1c 
Time 
MaU'wlct1.on 
Active Repair 
Time 
System Mal.1'unct1on RepaJ.r Repair Time Time 
Mall'unct1on 
Administrative 
Time System 
F1nal 
Teat 
- Time 
I 
PI<am.E 
STROt'l'ORE OP TIME ELEMENTS D "PD" OP MAIJP1JJlC'l'IOR 
- ~ • -.- - - 0. L ..,. ... ;- •• ~ ,- r--' 0 - • + • 0 -
t 
Initial 
Delay 
System 
Down 
Time 
C,· 
.-
Total 
System 
Down 
Tir..e 
.-~ 
• 
I 
... 
Q 
)', 
' 
,. 
-~, 
.. 
. ·.. ·_ 
that: 
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The first attribute was originally based on the assumption 
I ,I 
The mean time required for the performa~ce of an Ele~ntal Activity must be independent of system design and support facilities. 
ARINC found that this assumption was false, because" •.•• it is true 
that some relationship exists between system characteristics and time 
necessary to perform the Activity. For instance, the average time re-
quired to complete the Activity 'isolating pressure leak' could be 
expected to be greater for a system in which numerous component.s -ar~ 
pressurized". However, they were unable to establish a relationsh:i._J> 
that would account for this dependency, and the final technique uses 
the: :parameters observed for the AN/ASB-4 •. Although ARINC's reasoning: 
:is sound, 11,0 data was included to substantiate their conclusion of 
:dep_endency. 
ARINC further assumes that the se·cortd attribute., the fre.quenc-y 
of occurrence of an Elemental Activity, ". -~ .. :-must::, h:owever·, c:orre·late 
with some factor of system design, or of support fa·c·~Jities, if only at 
a gross level". Thi_s assumption consti_tt1:te·s the cote o:f the. pr_edic't:ion 
tec.hnique and can not be relaxed. 
To establish an equation. to pred_j.ct ·the probability ·of· occur-
rence of any system, ARINC used a ·mu.it;:i-ple-1:lne.ar regression art.alysis. 
According to ARINC: . 
In this equation, the dependent variables were the observed occurrence probabilities of Elemental 
_Activities for seven systems being examined,.and the· independent variables_~'were certain quantitative characteristics of those systems. 
., 
~ ·•I·• .. - • - ~_.,-~~-'• ·- . --
- - - - - -- . --··· - • : =· . 
_____ J_ __ • 
-----•- - --- -~~--
•.•. ····-- T1'· ,_·_.;· :.rf . -, 
-12 
I • 
Thus, to apply the ARINC Technique, the only information required is . 
the independent variables for a system • 
. Deriving some of the input information could involve some 
.,. 
lengthy calculations. For example, one item of information is the 
* failure rate of the system. The failure rate of the system is equal 
to the sum of the failure rates of each part. Since it is not unconunon 
I 
today for electrpnic systems to have as many as ~000 parts, the calcu-
lation of the failure rate of such a system would be quite le.n~:·ehy. 
:. ~--
·-·---.. -.·· 
.• 
---------------~-------~---
·* . . . . . The rate at which a part will require corrective 
maintenance expressed as parts to fail per thousand hours of operation. 
~ . 
• 
• • 
.. 
.,-
<'.·' :··: 
.: . /· .. ~· '" 
I) .. 
Ii Kr'f: .. ' -J 
~r· 
Cf.l.t,.t;,i,:.:....-;'.-:_L ... • ,.. ' , ·•, •. "•· -"" '·' ""' ---, ··- --v.·- ·- .•. • . 
( 
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OBJECTIVES 
I decided that extending the ARINC approach to maintenance 
prediction of ground electronic equipment at the system level would be 
useful to the Air Force. My decision was based on my knowledge of the 
large number of items of ground electronic equipment in the Air Force 
inventory. Conversations with those in the Air Force responsible for 
the existing maintenance techniques supported my decision. .The system 
level was chosen for the same reasons which motivated ARINC, namely, 
because it yields the best measure of system effectiveness. 
-- Because time did not permit the complete development of. a 
maintenance prediction technique, I decided to do the initial phase of , 
developing such a technique. The primary objective of this thesis, then_:,· 
was to develop a complete complement of Elemental Activities for grqund 
electronic equipment maintenance at the system or base shop level. 
A secondary objective was to inve'stigate t~e mean time used 
for the performance of an Elemental Activity. Since ARINC concludecl 
that their assumption of independency among systems was false, I ob-
served more than one system to see how the. times are distributed amon'.g, 
• a. - - ' ,S ·.,. - ••,• •• • .-•• ; •. -,· ,.: ••• •• ·' • -'••' '" •' 
sys·tems. 
.. · .. 
. ' 
1:,.1 
,. 
·:s .. 
i 
.,, 
'· 
.,. 
; •. 
) 
... 
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PROCEDURE 
The criteria which di:r;ected the development o_f· ·:a- -(u:1:i c.·o~ple:-
::ment of Elemental Activities were: 
* A. The frequence of occµrrence of an Elemental Activity 
. 
must somehow be· related to information available to 
a designer of electronic equipment. 
B. The time distribution £·or an Elemental Activity· :iml:$t 
be unimodal. 
C:. For data collection, Elemental Activities.- s·hould- b.~ 
broken down, as far as practical, into :·g.rou_ps. o:h·as.:ic 
motions. 
The first criteri,on is necessary since it is desirab~e .~O.· _pr.e·~ 
diet maintenance requiremei;its for equipment at the earliest pps:~ible 
stage in its development cycle. Uniniodality of time distribt1t.:iQ1t~ .l:$ 
.discussed on ]?a·ge 28. The third criter.ion, it is hoped.,: will ertstite· 
4n.imo.dal time distributions. Also, whereas it is possible to combine. 
activities which are short in time duration into one larger activi.ty-.,. 
the converse is not possible. .:_,...J; .~- "-s-'-. -~--~---.I.·~·-···-
\ 
An assumption made was that ground electronic test equipment 
,r 
could be considered representative of ground electronic equipment in 
I -------------------------
* 
I';. I 
Also used by ARINC. 
.I 
I • 
' 
·~: 
-15 
general. E_ssentially, all ·electronic equipment is composed of a small 
variety of electronic parts, packaged differently. While packaging is 
a critical factor in the failure rate of electronic parts, within a 
class·of equipment (airborne, ground, etc.) there is little variation 
• 
in packaging. A comparable assumption could not be made between ground 
electronic equipment and airborne electronic equipment, because size, 
shape, and weight factors of aircraft design dictate airborne electronic 
equipment packaging. Even though data collection was restricted to 
ground electronic test equipment by this assumption, the population 
sampled consisted of over 2000 different items of equipment. 
Data were collec·ted during July and August, 1964, at Middletown 
Air Material Area, MAA.MA, Olmstead Air Force Base, Pennsylvania. Some 
of the items which MA.AMA overhauls are the MD-1 Astra-Tracker, GAR-8 
and Falcon Missiles, and test equipment for bases in the eastern United 
I,> 
States and some foreign countries. MAA~ also maintains its own test 
equipment, used to aid repair of the above equipment. 
After arriving at MA.AMA, I reviewed the work already done by 
the Industrial Engineering Branch concerned with ground electronic test 
equipment, and the current work of the Special Projects Branch. The 
latter is responsible for developing Maintenance Standard Data. Infor-
mation from these sources was helpful in transforming some of the 
Activities proposed by ARINC for airborne electron-ic equipment mainten-
ance prediction into Activities suitable for ground electronic equip-
ment maintenance prediction. Activities which obviously did not apply 
to ground equipment were eliminated. The scope of other Activities was 
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L 
determined, in part, from data made available by th~se organizations. 
For instancE!, the time to remove a vaG:uum tube and reinstall another 
tube is 9.18 seconds. <2> This time is too short to be obtained through 
a debriefing data collection method. Hence, I decided that I.would not 
divide an Elemental. Activity, such as "Replace plug-in parts", into 
Activities such as, "Replace 1 plug-in part", "Replace 2 plug-in parts", 
etc. 
The next step was to observe the divi:sion responsible for. the 
de.pot level maintenance of test equipment. As previously stated, this 
study concentrates on base shop level maintenance. However, the organ-
ization of the depot level maintenance with work benches located in one· 
area, iQ contrast to the base shops, located in eight areas, facilitated 
conducting a further revision of the Elemental Activities before actual 
data were collected. 
The third step was to refine the list of Elemental Activities 
at the base shop level of maintenance. Since the eight base shops are 
located in different areas of the base, I was forced to use a debriefing 
technique to collect data. The debriefing was written;. in addition, the 
entire interview was tape recorded. The tapes were used to recap and 
' 
review each day's debriefings. Each shop was visited at least four times 
a day. 
The time data collected by debriefing interviews is presented_ 
in Appendix II. I do not propose that the times obtained by my debriefing 
interviews should be used as the time to perform an Elemental Activity. 
However, since the times were to be reported,-! gathered certain 
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background information on.each maintenance technician debriefed. This 
information along with the accompa~ying job desc~iption in.Appendix IV 
,l, 
affords the reader the opportunity to evaluate the caliber of· the tech-
nician interviewed·. 
Since I assured the technicians that the data collected were 
available only to me and would be reported in such a manner that their 
jobs would not be affected, I feel that excellent rapport ~as established. 
During data collection the list of Elemental Activities was re-
vised twice and expanded. For the Data Colle.ction List see Appendix I 
where the Elemental Activities are defined and/or discussed as necess:aty:· .• 
Data were collected across different systems to ensure that· th~: 
Elemental Activities developed would have general applicability. The: 
one-hundred different items of test equipment for which a debrie{irtg wits 
taken are disassociated from the time data and listed alphabeticaJly ·.:Ln. 
Appendix III. This disassociation is necessary to avoid classification 
of this report. 
One Elemental Activity :I hacl orlgina·lly decided to iric-:lude in 
my list was "Calibration". However, a di£ ferent organization t'han main-
tenance is resppnsible for all calibrations at MAAMA. In the time al-
loted for data collection it was impossible to debrief both orga·nizations ~ 
I found three sources with i:ime data on calibration. Two -of the. 
sources, the A~F.T. 33K-l-01 a~d Supplement, (4 )(5) and the-unpublished 
MAAMA. standards, are the time standards for per-iodic calibration of an 
end item. Both of these sources were·-· eliminated since they rep~esent a 
,· 
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I 
judged standard time. These standard times are_ adequate for the purpose 
the Air Force uses them, but are inadequate for engineering analysis of 
the time distribution of different systems. The third source of time 
da·ta on calibration· ~a·s obtained from reported times of the calibrators •. 
Whenever a calibrator calibrates an item in the missile overhaul section 
at MA.AMA he signs both his name and the time he spent to a maintenance 
log. This procedure is unique to th~ missile overhaul section. 
After assessing the accuiacy of this data, I decided that these 
· times were adequate for two purposes: · First, the data could be used to. j' 
establish Activities for .calibration. Second, the data, in many ca_s~-$,~ 
contained more than one observation for a system, and could be subj~~tecl 
to statistic'al analysis to investigate the variation between syst·e1J1S'., a-s 
well as within a sys~em. (See Appendix V for this data.) A similar 
analysis could not be made with the data collected in the debriefing 
interview because time limited collection of· t'his data to one observation 
per system. 
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DISCUSSION AND RESULTS - PRIMA.RY OBJECTIVE 
As-most ground electronic equipment is not modular in design, 
system level maintenance for this equipment is more complex than for 
airborne equipment. This more detailed level of maintenance required 
the addition of an Assembly/Disassembly Category and a major expansion 
of the Repair and Final Checkout Categories. Only minor changes were 
required in the other Categories of Active Repair Time developed by 
ARINC. 
After analyzing the data the ninety-six Elemental Activitiei$: 
in the Data Collection List (Appendix I) was reduced to the fifty-four 
Activities shown in Table 1. To assist in the discussion, ARINC' s com-
plement of Elemental Activities for airborne equipme,nt is reproduced in 
Table 2. In the interest of simplicity the Activit;:ies in the Data Col-
lect;ion '.list will be referred to in the text as DC /I • ( LJ -- The Final List 
in Tabl~ 1 will be d~signated F II . Activities from ARINC' s list in . .. ,· .• .- •·• .... : ·. ~ ... . ... ;· . . . S¥ -
Table 2 will be abbreviated A# . 
--
The discussion of Elemental Activities will be divided into two 
portions.- First, the rationale followed in development of the Data Col-
lection List, and, the subsequent refinement of this list into the Final 
List will be presented. Second, comments on how the Elemental Activ-
ities meet the criteria established will be presented. 
: ' 
r-, :· 
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T.UU 1 
FINAL LIST OF EJJ•+ldtTAL ,\CTIVITUS * 
Activity No. Elemental Activity 
1 Conferring with operator, cu.librator, waiutenan\!e personnel, or reading aaintenance torms or records. 
_ 
2 Making a visual integrity cbecl, prior to turn-on, etc. 
3 End item turn-on 0 ware-up, oett!ng dials dnd counters as neceaaary. 4 Activity lf:J, plus tioe a~aiting part(s) st~biliz~tion. S 'Obtaining test equipment/tools, 
6 Setting-up t0st equipment/tools. 
7 ijbtaining Technical Ordero, schematics and/or •~nutacturera Handbook. 8 ~rocuring componante in atic!pation of need. 
9 Conferring t'lith operator, calibrator, 1111inte11ance peraonnel, Tech Reps, etc. 10 Observini; imllicationo only. 
11 Making a visual integr!t~ check. 
12 Using commercial test equipment. 
13 Using special test equipment desi;ned specifically tor this equipaent. 14 Performing standard test problems. 
15 Ai tempting to observe elusive sy,u1,to111. 
-----------·------... ----...... ----------------------------------... 
Fa•lt Location 
Coaponent 
ProeurftMNlt 
llepalr 
,1aa1 Cbeekoat 
-
16 End item sliut-oft, turn-on, discharging co11ponenta, resetting diala and countera. 17 Removul and/or reinstallation ot unit(a), subunit(s), cover(s), door(s), 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35. 
:!A 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
.. 7 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
K 
etc. attached by finger operated captive fasteners. 
Removal and/or reinstallation of unit(a), sub~it(e), cover(s), door(s), etc. attached by tool operdted captive fasteners. 
Removal and/or reins tallat ion of unit(s), subunit(s), cover(s), door(a), etc. attached by non-captive fasteners ,vithout detachJble locking device. 
Removal and/or reinstallatiou ot unit(a), subunit(s), cover(a), door(a), etc. attached by non-captive fasteners with detachable locking device. 
Rellloval and/or reiustallution of hose(s) • cable(s), wiring(s), etc. as required to detach uni t(s) dnd/or subunit (s) trow console, test position, or test set. Removal aud/or replacement ot tape, spaghetti, harness, jacket, or other covering(s). 
Removal und/or reinstallation or ddjacent part(s) req11ired to perform repair. Fault selt-evideut from symptom observation. 
Making a visual integrity check. 
Interpreting symptoc(s) by mental analysis only (from knowledge/experience). Interpreting bl.lilt-in 1aonitoring equipwent at defferent settings of the controls. Checking voltages, continuity, waveforms, and/or signal tracings, etc. by use of externally connected cowmercial test equipment. ' 
Using si,ecial test equi~Hi1ent designed specifically tor this equipment. 
Removal ot part(a) and checking in shop or other area. 
Removal of unit(s)/subunit(s) and checking in shop or other area. 
Switching and/or substituting part(s). 
Switching and/or substituting unit(s)/subunit(s). 
Consul ting reclmical Orders, Atnnufacturers Handbook and/or echeaatica. 
Conferring ~ith Tech Reps, maintenance personnel, calibrator, and/or operator. Performing standard test problems. 
Obtaining replacement(o) troa b~ncbo ehop and/or pre-iaaue, 
Obtaining replacecent(a) by cawubsliaation. 
Attempting to obtain replacement(a). Unavailable. 
End !tee shut-oft, turn-on, discharging components, reaetting dials and countera. Replace plug-in part(s). 
Replace soldered-in part(s). 
Replace unit(e)/subunit(s). 
Repldce mechanicmlly held part(a). 
Replace or ~~pair l.'liring(s). 
Other non-electronic types ot maintenance. 
Making oinor adjuatoGnt(s) (less thao one hour duration) • 
Making cajor adjuatment(o) (one hour or more duration). 
Cleaning 0 polishing and/or lubricating (only as required to return equipaent to proper opea·ating condition). 
Precautionary repair(a) (includaa fault location, component procureaent, aacl repair ticee spent when oymptoc not verified). 
\far~up 11 cootting or ba!dng-in. 
Teat .. 
W.Dor ca.R.ill>.r&tion (leas tbsn tcro hours duration). 
IJlajor calibration (two or more houra duration). 
lt,ltr detinttiona, exaaple1, and co ... nta on the Eleaental 
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ARU,C LIST " c.,r~· AhD U.J: •• u.t.Nr.\L AC?IYirIU lW ACtlYE REPAU TDC 
Elemental,Activity 
S1•t .. turn-on, «dra-up; setting dials and counters aa neceaaary. 
Activity #1 plus time awaiting particular coaponent atabillaattoa. 
Opening and c!oainB radooo. 
Gaining access and reinotalling cover• (other than radoae). 
Obtuining teat oquipcent and/or Tech Ordera. 
Checking oaintonance ~ecorda. 
Procuring cocponento in enticipdtion ot need. 
Setting up test oquip~ent. 
Obaerving indicationa only. 
Vaing test equiJmont to verify aaltunctlone iaberently not reprodllcible on gl"Olmd. 
Perforoing standard toot problea1 or cbecke. 
Testing for preaawro loaka. 
Attempting to observe elusive or non-exiatent·•Jlll'~Oa(a). 
Uaing special teot equipment deaigoed.specltlcally tor tbia eqa!p .. nt. 
Making a vioue! integrity check. 
-
-
rn1t Locati• 
;-;_1 tbllaotl• -
Te•t 
Fault eelt-ovident from eycpto~ observation. 
Interpreting ayoptcco by cental analyoia only (troa knowleclge/experieace). 
Interpreting displays at different settings of controls. 
Interpreting eater readings. 
Reaovtbg unit(a)/subunit(e) and cbecfiing in shop. 
Switching and/or oubatituting UB!t(a)/aubunit(a) • 
. Switching and/or oubatitut!ng part(a). 
aeaoving and checking parto. 
Making a viaual !otegri ty cbeck. 
Checking voltagea 9 contiooity, wavelol'lla, and/or algnal tracing. 
Coimsultin; Toeh Oirders. 
Coaifoff:lllltJ ri tb 'faeb Reps or other -1nteD1111ce peraonael. 
Peirtcroiog standard teot probl••<•>• 
isolating prossuro leak. 
Uo!.lng opoeiol toot equipcent designed specifically tor tbia equlpaeni. 
Obtsin!Di Ii"@piacecont cooponont Krom aircraft spare• or tool bos. 
Obtaining replmceoont(s) fro~ bencb 9 obop, or pre•ioeue stock. 
O~taining ~op!oeoceot component(s) by cannibalization. 
Att~cpt!ng to obtmin roplaceQGnt coaponent(a). Unavailable. 
Seplaeina unit(o)/oubwmit(o). 
_ Replaeifma ~to. 
Corirc~tirmg impropor inotallation or defactive plus-in coDDeotioa(a). 
llakina odjuatC'llomieo ·· in o!rcrdt. 
111.klca adjt110tmoato An·ohop. 
Bmkiimg oogn0t~@~o 
Praeautioimery ropoft~ a~t!vity (iaclacl•• ao-called fault loaatloa, part p!rOCureaent O aimd ll"OPQ!r time• apeat when eyaptoa not verUled). 
Function cb@cko~t tollowiog eoapletion ot repair. 
';.. 
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Actlvi\y No. 
l 
a 
a 
4 
I 
• 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
Ia 
11 
14 
15 
16 
17 
11 
11 
ao 
21 
aa 
23 
If 
25 
21 
27 
28 
29 
• . 
31 
32 
13 
34 
' as. 
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40 
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Preparation Category 
.. 
-The Activity "Obtaining test equipment and/or Technical Orders" 
(A /15) was both separated into two Activities and expanded into -"Ob-
tainin'g test equipment/tools" (F //5), and "Obtaining Technical Orders, 
schematics and/ or ·Manufacturer's Handbook" (F //7). This separation was 
"'-
required since test equipment and tools were located in a different area 
.... ~ ' 
than publications. The Activity "Checking maintenance records" (A,, #6) 
was_ changed _to cover most ways a maintenan_ce technician initially re-
ceives a request for maintenance (F Ill)_. Finally, Activity "Setting 
µp test equipment" (A //8) now also ·includes "Setting up tools" (F /16), 
such as heating a soldering iron. 
Malfunction Verification 
A new Activity, "Conferring with operator" (F f/9) was added 
,.:_..Q 
since other personnel are often consulted during verification of a mal-
t~nc~ion. · Th.is Actiyity o~curred 17 times in the 100 observation~. The •. : : ~ .. , ··. ,,,· i• .-~\··.· ·• ~, .·.~r .',·' -~ _ .... · r ·-~/.· :- .... . : 1 •• .. ~- ,..:• :.. \ •. • •.• _.: '!. · . . _: ' . ' •. ;"'.~ .. r. '!.: • •. ... ~ . . . ' . • • . • ·, •. ..: 
Activity, "Testing for pressure leaks" (A #12) was eliminated, since it 
can be considered under either "Using counnercial test equ-ipment" (F_ //12), 
or "Using special test equipment .• " (F f/13). The primary means of 
verifying a malfunctio.n.,: (occu_?,;-ring 67 times), was "Observing indications 
only" (F /110). 
-~ --~-~ - ... ·-
¥-sembly/Disassembi) Category 
The main consideration in the development of the Assembly/Dis-
- assembly.Activities F /117, F //18,. F i/19, and F :/120 was the type of 
-fastener ·used. Captive fasteners, operated either by finger .motion or 
with a tool, require the use of only one hand and are more readily 
1, .. 
··, I~ .. -------- H··---~--------~~ri;;··-·-.-:.::,----·-"!.~--;;'.-·,-:j;,;.---..~;<;.""' 
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I operated than non•captive fasteners. Finger operated captive fasteners 
are the most efficient. The two types of non-captive fasteners ge1nerally 
used mainly differ in that one uses a locking device, such as a nut, or 
cotter pin. The .addition of the locking device requires the use of 
both hands and may also require a special tool or an assistant. 
During data collection the removal operation and the reinstal-, 
lation operation were combined into one Activity for F #17 and F #18, 
·where captive fastenera are used, and separated into two Activities for 
F 119. and F #20, where non-captive fasteners are used. The r.easoning 
was that the time for removal and reinstallation is almost the same for 
a captive fastener, but different for a non-captive one. After analyzing 
the times reported, removal and reinstallation were combined for Activ-
·.ities F f/19 and F /120. The additional time required for reinstallation. 
appears not to change the shape of the combined time dist:ribution.,. but 
~rely shifts the mean to a higher· ·value. 
The Activity '~1J;temoval :arid/or replacement of tape • . . " (F f/22) 
was separated into a removal Activity and a replacement Activity during 
data collection. Although there were insufficient obseryations to 
:artalyze the effect of combining, I assumed that the· shape of the time 
distribution would not change, but that the mean would shift to a· higher 
value as was the case for Activities F #19 and F #20. 
During data collection, "Removal and/or reinstallation of 
part'(s). • •.• " (F 1123) .was investigation under the Repair Category. 
Since no· initial information was available prior·to data collection for 
use in developing this Activity, the number of.parts removed was collected 
'. ·., . . . 
·.· ... ·.··• :\; ;·.<-· ',;;.~~:,;;·~:~;~~\~ijm,-)~{:M~·J\;U~;' 
.. ·---· ···-~---~ . ." -···· '·-· ·.· .,. ' .' 
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( 
as well as the removal and reinstallation time. It appears that the 
times collected for· removal and re installation can be combined ·without 
changing the shape of the distribution. Further, it appears that a 
technician is seldom required to remove more than one adjacent part. 
\ The following shows the number of parts removed with the corresponding-.,.. 
frequencies observed in the 100 observations: 
.i",, 
., Number of Parts Removed Frequencies 
1 7 
2 1 
3 2: 
4 1 
·_5:: 
-···d .. ·-' ,_·• 0 -an: . more. 
.. ·•\ 
it appea:r:e_d: that .one· a·~:tivit),. would: cover any number. b:f .p:art:s: . . . Thus .. ' 
removed. 
Fault Location Category • 
For data collection, this category had two Activities adde<f .to 
> 
·the list developed by ARINC. One Activity was "Consulting scheinat.ics 
' 
and/or ·Manufacturer's Handbook" (DC //39), and the other was "Conferril)g 
with operator, calibrator • . • " (DC //43). This last Activity refers ·to 
personnel who reported the malfunction. Since, basically, these two 
activities are only extensions of ARINC' s Activities "Consulting Tech. 
Orders" (A /126), "Conferring with Tech. Rep_s •.. " (A //27), they were 
combined with these Activities and are listed in the Final List under 134 
and 1135. 
The Activity "Isolating pressure leaks" (A /129) was eliminated 
siAce this function is covered by Activities #28 and #29 in the Final 
.. " ., 
•,·. 
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List. ARINC Activities·#18 and 119 referring ·to th_,)use of built..,in 
r monitoring equipment remained separated during data collection, but were 
combined· in the final complement, The time distribution to perform each 
Activity would probably be about the same. 
Component Procurement Category 
. It 
The name of this category was changed to coincide with the 
definitions given in Appendix I. ARINC' s Activity /131 "Obtaining re-
p:lacements from aircraft. • • " obviously does not apply to grouµd 
electronic equipment and was eliminated. 
·• 
Repair Category 
I assumed that a techn-ic-ian working in cl.d.s_e proxim-i.ty to 
* hazardous conditions would re_q.uire more time to perform; a r_epair Activ-
ity than if he we·re :not working under hazardous conditiQp..:s·_. The questi_ons-
were: How much mor_e t.ime woulq be required? And, if the ·data- for_·- .the 
hazardous Activity anci: the· non-hazardous Activity were combtn·ed_, -what 
would be the resultant time distribution? In recording -th:e data the 
two conditions were separated. The t"en observations I".ecorded· of working 
under hazardous conditions verifie:d "th_e assumption that mo-re: time is t'.¢~ 
quired. On two of th_e ten, the technician reported _tha_t ·ehe proximity of:: 
the hazardous .condi-"tipn had no ef feet on hls time t'o perform the Activi.t)i. 
On the remaining eight· observations the -'tec·hnicians said that they could. 
have performed the Activity in less time, bu·t none estimated tha.t more 
than two minutes could have been saved. This indicates that there are 
only isolated ·instances when a technician is required to perform a repair 
. 
~. 
--------~----------------------~ 
* See page 50, Appendix I for examples of 
hazardous conditions. 
..·, 
--~-~,- .••. ' • •• --··-- ••••. ' t ' • ' '', ··-·-··----~ .......... ~_ .......... _ 
;' I 
,, 
Activity under hazardous conditions; and, in these cases he lo.ses little, 
if any,. 'time because of the hazard • 
. In' answer to the second question only the Activity "Replace 
. 
-
. plug-in part(s)" (F /141) had enough observations to investigate the com-
bined distributions. There were seven observations recorded under haz-
ardous conditions and thirty-one observations recorded under non-hazard-
ous. Since the histogram of the combined distributions is definitely 
unimodal, the data for hazardous and non-hazardous Activities may be 
combined without violating the second criterion. The significance of 
the modality of the time distribut·ion ip determining whether to co111b.ine. 
or to separate Elemental Activities ·is·- d:iscussed on page 28. 
Since there: -are relatively few· ·occasions when the presenc~ o:f ·a 
ha-zard lengthens rep·a-i-r time; .. an:~:, -si.nc:e .eyen- -in these cases the ti.me 
distri~~·tion is· un~mod'al, the <;lat.a: were c-:omb·_j.ned. 
· In: 'the data collection1 :repla·c-ing ·or· ·repafring wiring was sepa-
' ·rated· into soldered connection and mechanical connection. Analysis of 
-the data revealed that mechanical connections are seldom used in elec-
tronic equipment construction. Further, there appears to be little time 
d:'ifference between making a soldered connection and making a mechanical 
' . connection. Therefore, the two Activities were comb .. ined into "Replace 
or repair wiring(s)" (F f/45)~ 
' 
, I, -Two other data collection Activities were eliminated since they 
are adequately covered by other Activities-. "Straightening bent or de-. ' 
formed parts" (DC /165) was unobserved, but its occurrence would be 
.. 
.•: 
'· 
•' ; \' .--::, '.' 
·--···...a..-·-· 
• 
" 
...... 
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covered by Activity /146 in· the Final List, "~ther non-electronic. 
"Replace or ~epait connectors" (DC //64) could be considered under 
Activities /142 or f/44 in the Final List,. 
A(ter analyzing the time distributions for "Making adjustments" 
' (DC /167), this Activj.ty was divided into two Activities, F ·1147 and .F /148, · 
minor, and major adjustll)ents~ A more complete discussion about this 
. ' 
~ctivity will be presented in the second portion. (See page 28 ). 
Final Checkout Category 
· During most of the data ·collection thi_s· :~-a~eg-or-y had onlJr· one 
.lctivity, as does ARINC's List. After 68 ob·servations, the :time distri-
bution for tµis Activity was examined and ·appeared bimodal. The Activity 
was ·discarded and r.eplaced with two new.Activities, "Warm-up" and "Test'' 
:(F 1151, F /152) .. 
As stated earlie'r, .data :for' c.al.i-1trat_{ot1 ·were collectea ·f:rom. :11 
s.eparate source. Whereas there was· ·only ·-one observation per system :for· 
the other Activities, there was more than. one. :observation for mati.y -o:f, :the, 
.systems calibrated. -After examining. the data, it w4·s oby,foµs. that: ·Phe· 
F , . data were not bombgeneou·s, th.u.s, ,the data were divided ·f1:tt:q two __ i?~p.\ila·-
tions - one for the Activity "Minor Calibration •.•.• ~\~, .. and t-he ·o .. the"t~· for: 
~he .Ag~_ivity "Ma'jor Calibration • •. -~" :(F. :f/53.:~ ·p /!.54J·.· 
· ··-·--_:Discussion of Criteria 
The first criterion established was that ·the frequency of oc.-
currence of an Elemental Activity should correlat~ with.information 
available to a designer of electronic equipment. This criterion is ·the 
':·-., ·-,,' ··;· ·>i:· . .--::. ;'' 
\ 
..... ,, .. ,.,,-;1,=-,r.'Jl'"l~,., 
,. 
~2a 
. . 
center of the pre~iction technique developed by ARINC, therefore, all 
Activities developed had to~·. and did, meet it. As mentioned in the 
introduction, this. information is put into regression formulas-which 
give 'the probability that an Elemental.Activity will occur. Some: sug-
... 
gested information or independent variables for a few of the Activities 
developed are presented in Table 3. 
"' - --~-. ··-~·- . ·---- ~ . - -~,--
The second criterion estab:1;tshed was that . .the time distrib·utioxi's 
:for an Elemental Activity should be unimodal. . Mu:ltiniodal time distri- ·. 
butions are considered to be the result of co111blning two or more popu.;.. 
iations. It follows that any Elemental Activity must have a unimodal 
time distribution. Also, because the parameters of the observed time 
distribution for an Elemental Activity are used in the .. Prediction ·te.c:h-
~· 
nique, unimodality is necessary. 
To investigate modallty of time distributioils a his:t-ogram was 
drawn for all Activities having at least 19 observat.lons. Tab.le 4 pre-
sents the results of the investigation. As ·the: ta·ble shows three Ac-
tivities were ,£.ound to have bimodal time :distr:ibtitions. Activities F· #47· 
and. ·F /148 were originally one Activity. This Activity was bimodal at ·5 ·, 
·and 120 minutes. To eliminate the bimodality the Activity was divided 
into the two Activities, Major and Minor Calibration, following data 
collection. These Activities would require turther .observations to 
validate the division • 
. Multimodality in time distribtit:i,ons might also appear due to 
reporting bias of maintenance technicians. Studies have shown that people 
do have number preferences, (J, 12:, .2:2) In this study I found that there 
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" TABLE 3 
,,1 
S8ME SUGGESTED INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
Activity 
. I 
F /117 - F 4120 (Removal 
and/ or· reinstallation 
of unit(s) • , • 
!' /121 (R:emoval and/ or 
reinstallation of 
hoses (s) • • , 
F 1123 (Removal and/ or 
re·installation of 
adjacent part(s) •.• -~ 
F 1/41 (Replace plug·, ... _::Ln. 
,p.art (s). ~- . · ·· · 
·F, //42 (Replace soldered-
in part (s). • • 
F /149 (Cleaning . .-. . 
' . 
·--·······*----
Independent Variables 
Number of a type of fastener used. 
or 
Failure rates of unit(s), etc. 
Number of ~oses, cables, etc. 
or 
Failure ·rate of unit(s), et~f •. 
Number of tu.be, gove·r:-'S, tube .. cJ:ip~_,: 
etc. 
Number_ of· ·v$'c:ut11;~1; 1:µbtfs > tr:ari:S:istot-:s-.. , 
etc. 
Of: 
Failure tate.s· of v~cuum ·tubes, etc •. 
Number of resistors, capacitors, 
diodes~ etc. 
or 
Failure rate of resJstors, etc. 
Number of· ·.r_e:la,ys, e::ec-~ 
or 
Failure rate· o.t .. ,;~:lay·~: 
J 
' ,: 
·, 
._; --. . ... · 
.. 
'\ 
, 
' 
Q 
. I 
.. 
A·ctivity fio. 
Final List 
1 
2 
3. 
4 
·s 
6 
7: 
,8: 
9· 
,1;·0·· 
-·_ ........ 
ll 
:1,2. 
.... 
13· 
14. 
15· 
:16 
17· 
:is: 
1·9 
·,20: 
:2--i. 
:2:.2 
23 
24 
25 
2-6 
27 
.. _, .... -. ,.,,.,. ., ~- -,. . ' ' . ·- ··--·- -------.... --
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TABLE 4 
'-·-~- . .--· 
MODALITY· OF· ·ELEMENTAL ACTIVITIES 
< ..
Activity No. 
Data Coll. 
List 
1 
2 
.3· 
4 
.5 
6' 
7 
a· 
:1.6. 
:·g: 
·1·0. 
11 
. ---· 
12; 
13: 
15 
,l·i 
18 
1..:9 
:2:l '&, -:z:2: 
:2,3 &. 24 
20 
25 & 26 
48 - 57 
71 - 80 
2.7 
·2:9 
28 
30 & 31 
Number of 
Observ. 
65. 
19 
·16.· 
:6 
-502: 
3.6: 
.--. I 
:46. 
15: 
1"7 
.67 
l:9 
1-7" 
0 
9 .. 
·() 
8 
·2:,7· 
21 
.5-t 
. :2 
35 .' 
. . : . . .,_ 
3 
ll 
:·22.-
19.· 
:4,5. 
.. '. 
.9: 
Modality, ·Modes 
Unimodal 
Unimodal 
...... 
·• 
Unimodal 
Unimodal 
Unimodal 
Unimodal. 
·unfmodal. 
li'n:tmod.al-
:un'imoda l 
Jlnimod·al · 
·Bimodal - . 
Unimodal 
Unimodal 
Unimodal 
2.: &.·· 1.0 
--· ---- --.--
. , 
..... . IJ 
, . ·,: .. 
',_,·, -
" 
1 I 
i 
I 
I 
! 
, ... 
·1 
'• 
Activity No. 
Final List 
28 
29 
30 
31 
,32 
:.33: 
i.34· 
'35, 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
.. 
:'4.:l. 
·42 
·4.3. 
44. 
45.: 
'46. 
·. ~ .. 
~ 4·7 } 48 
49 
50 
-
51 
:• :. •4'! 
~·-2 
.: ____ . 
:'~ <: 
53 } 54 
;,, . .,.._ ... 
·-.-. -~ " 
i ', 
• 
I· 
• 
TABLE 4 (cont.) 
MODALITY OF ELEMENTAL ACTIVItIES I 
Activity No .. 
Data Coll. 
List 
------
32 
33 
'3:4 
'.3'5 
·36: 
.·· : 
37 
3:s & 39 
·40 & 43 · 
42 
44 
45 
46 
47 & 70 
58 & 81 
59 & 82 
60 & 83 
61 & 84 
62,63,85,86 
65,66,88,89 
67 & 90 
68 & 91 
··-------
69 & 92 
#·'f';:4!.-: 
93 
94· 
Other source 
of data 
. \ . 
Number of 
Observ. 
37 
2 
29 
8' 
10 
.2: 
:3.:9· 
.10 
J· 
6:9 
1.. 
.. Q. 
33 
37 
_·9 
5 
23: 
·3_0 
0 
_37· 
Modality 
Unimodal. 
Unimodal 
'Urtlmod·at 
Unimodal 
- . . . - . . . . : . 
Bimodal 
Unimodal 
Unimodal 
Unimodal 
Unimodal 
-:9 Unimodal 
13 .. 
.2 
'·2·_··2--.· .. •• 
:36 
Unimodal 
Unimodal 
Unimodal 
' . .. ' 
.._31 
.. 
-- ----- ------- -~~ .. 
Modes 
. "-
. . 
--
. I 
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was a tendency of·technicians to favor four times: 1, 2, 5 and 10 min-
utes. The multimodality of Activities F #21 and F 140 may be purely a 
functi,on of the fact that the times are reported, not measured. The 
. 
histogram for each of these Activities is given in Figure 2. 
ARINC developed a method of compensating fo~ errors in reported 
-. . (9) 
time. This method is fine for taking a series of verbal· estimates of 
an elapsed.time and deriving a more precise description of the actual 
time duration. But, it is inappropriate for taking one estimated time 
and saying what the real time was .. For this reason, this method of 
:converting reported data is unsuitable to convert the data reported in 
this study. Consequently, de·briefing interviews may be an inadequate· 
.method of data collection in cases wher·e statistical a.n~lysis .. is con-· 
As ·can. ·be- ~e.e·n many of the Activitie$ :.hail too few observations 
:fo.r: ·ap.y -analysis. . Further data should be t .. ~dceri .t.o investigate the 
·µiodalii:.y of these Activities. 
Further Research .I' 
Before these Activities are used in the development of a grourt_d· 
~1.ectronic equipment maintenance: prediction techn'ique, the previous dis-
:cussion and results suggests further research ·is needed, as well as S_oine'-
:revision of the research appro~ch . 
1. The modality of the time distributions o~· many Activi-ties 
is still unknown. Since.the criterion requiring unimodal time 
{ ~ 
distribution should not be relaxed·, more observations are required • 
.. , 
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FIGURE 2 .~ 
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F~QUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF ELEMENTAL ACTIVITY 121 
Data Grouped in Equal Inte-rvals 
of One Minute 
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Summary 
2. The assumption tha~ Eleme~tal Activities for ground 
electronic test equip~ent.have general· applicability to 
., 
all ground el~ctronic equtpment has not been verified. 
-34 
A work sampling method might be used to see if the Elemen-
tal Activities have general applicability. 
3. Because of reporting bias of technicians, the use of 
the debriefing method of data collection appears to be 
inappropriate where statistical analysis of the data is 
planned . 
. 4. There is :some question a·s to the numbet of observations 
that might be required in order to observe Illany of the 
Activities, Some of the Activities did not occur once: in. 
the 100 observations, although they definitely ~t>uld occur 
d_µring ground electronic equ_ipment maintenance. I suggest 
that further research shou:ld be done under a. con·trolled 
laboratory experiment. In· the labora,'tory the· ·resear·che·-r 
.. 
could · induce malfunctions which would r¢quire the t·ec_hn·ic.$an 
to .perform Activities that have a. low freque.n.ce of :p~cµrrence. 
A complement of 54. Elemental Activities has been developed to 
cover all-functions ._pel:forro..ed by technicians during the active repair 
portion of ground electronic test equipment at the system level. The 
system level refers to maintenance performed primarily in the base shop • 
. I The complement does not apply to·complete overhaul of the equipment wqich 
is commonly associated with depot level of maintenance. -Further, it was 
!, ·• •• 
· __ .r·· 
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.. ,. 
assumed that these Activities should have general applicability to all 
ground electronic equipment. 
, 
These Elemental Activities represent the completion of the---first 
I phase in the development of a maintenance predictipn technique based on 
the research approach to maintenance prediction of ARINC Research Company • 
. Either in conjunction with the continuation of the development 
of the prediction technique, or before continuation, several areas of . 
follow-up research are requir.ed: 
· l. The unimodality of some of the Elemental Activities 
requires verification. 
·2. The assumption of general applicability of the 
Elemental Activities to all ground electron·.tc: 
equipment should be .verlfied. 
. -; 
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DISCUSSION - S~CONDARY OBJECTIVE 
A secondary ~bjective ·of this study was to investigate the mean 
time used for the performance of an Elemental Activity. To review 
briefly, ARINC had assumed ~~at the mean time to perform· an Elemental 
Activity was independent of a system's characteristics, but reasoned 
that this assumption was false. Although numerous efforts were made, 
I·.· . 
they were unable to establish a relationship to account for a dependency 
among systems. As a result, the final technique used the parameters based 
on one system. ARINC presented no data to support or to refute their as-
sumption. In essence ARINC raised a question as to the validity of 
their research approach to maintenance prediction without presenting any 
supporting data to cor:,;oborate their. conclusions. 
To investigate the time used for an Elemental Activity two 
questi.ons were asked: . First, can a single time constant be used for 
the performance of Elemental Activiti.as2 S.ec-ond, can this parameter be 
established from observations from 01ily ·one system? 
Statistically, the first question is the same as asking: Do 
data observed for various systems form a homogeneous population? The 
answer appears to be "yes" since mo·st Elemental Activities are either 
unimodal or can be made unimodal. 
' .,-·.,. '. ' : 
., 
,, . ,· .'. : ·' 
' · .. ·,,:!,,: ~:);\.'i:);(;.:.;,.:·f;>:<~t'.·1};J),·.\·~· .. '.' 
I 
', ..... 
l. 
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* To answer the second question posed, an Analysis of Variance 
was performed on the ori.ginal data for Activity F 154 "Major Calibration" 
-and on the log-transformed data for Activity F #53 "Minor Calibration". 
The latter data were transformed so that the distr-ibution----would more 
nearly appro~imate Normality. The results of the Analyses of Variance 
are shown in Tables 5 and 6 •. To evaluate the results, the F-Test was 
employed as follows: 
1. The Null Hypothesis that there is no system-to-sys.~em 
2. 
,J·. 
variation was set up, that is, that 
For "Major Calibration" the F-Test 
F - Mean sguare between samples -- -Mean square within samples 
• 
2 
a = 0 1 
1s: 
10. 54· 
= 7.-20 
1.46. 
According to the F-Tables, for 31 and 26 degrees of 
freedom the 0.05 and Q.Ql valu.es· .of F are, respectively, 
approximately 1.92 and. :i:.53, .• 
~-\ 
The,se value·s are greater thart the ob.served value o·f: l:·,46', :hence, the 
hypothesis that CJ'i = 0 cartrtd.t .b¢ rejected, and it iS concluded that 
·th·e.re ls no variation in the.- :time from system-to-system. 
·The same proc~·.dµ:re is· repeated for the Act,iyity "Minor Cali-
br,'atfon". In this ~a-~·e. ,· 
F = • 09646 = l 56 
• 06180 • 
and, according to the F-Table, for 30 and 38 degrees of freedom the 0-. os·: 
and 0.01 values for Fare, respectively, approximately 1.-74 and.2.39. 
-------------------~----------- ? * . . The reader unfamiliar with this statistical tool may 
refer to almost any mathematical statistics text.CS) 
•• 
.. 
.. 
..;:.y). s,, ,, .. ' 
. : I 
,. 
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TABLE 5 
... 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE - "MAJOR CALIBRATION" 
D 
Source Sum Degrees Mean Quantity 
of of of 
Variation Squares Freedom Squares Estimated 
. 
326.86 31 10.54 2 - 2 Between ao + n al 
Within 187.28 26 7.20 2 ao .. ,. 
Total 514.14 57 
TABLE 6 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE - "MINOR CA.LIBRA.TION" 
Source Sum Degrees Mean Quantity 
of of of 
Variation Squares Freedom Squares Estimated 
Between 2.8939 30 0.0965 2 - 2 cro + n al 
Within 2.3485 38 0.0618 2 a 0 
Total 5.2424 68 :.· 
/ 
j 
l 
: 
I . 
. 
i,.·,. 
::,j ' .. ' ' 
-39 
---·--· 
These values are greater than 1~56; and, again, the conclusion is drawn. 
that there is no variation in time from system-to-system. 
I • 
The answer to the second question is "yes", a parameter -based 
on observations from one system can be used. ( 
. Since this finding is contrary to.ARINC's the source of this 
data will be reviewed .. As mentioned previously, the calibration time 
data were not obtained .. by the debriefing method, but were copied from_ a __ 
maintenance log attached to each test position in the missile overhaul 
section. In evaluating the reliability of these times, I talked to the~ 
Industrial Engineering Technician who is respons.$ble for the time 
standards for test equipment maintenance in. t:he· missile area. In hi~l 
opin~on these times were highly reliable. 
Having to observe only one system has the advantage of reducing 
the number of calculations required by the ARINC approach. The ARINC 
approach requires that a regression equation be established between the 
measurable characteristics of a system and the probability of occurrence 
observed. Deriving these measurable characteristics may involve rather 
··., 
lengthy calculations for the same reasons described on page 12 in con- -0 
nection with applying the technique. These calculations would have to 
.. 
1 
-- ~ . ~··· ··--··--·.I,·--------·--·--· 
. --· ---- -·- - - - - ... - - -- - .. -·· -.·-. --·. ·- -·. 
be repeated for every_system observed. Therefore, being able to observe. 
only one system would reduce the time required to develop a pre.diction 
technique. 
No final decision will be made based on only· two Analyses ef 
Variance af two.Activities. However, these results definitely indicat.e 
!ii"•·. 
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' .. 
that further research is needed to investigate the parameters used for ,; 
Elemental Activities, before the ARINC approach is used to develop other 
maintenance prediction techniques. In my opinion, the validity of an 
-
investigation of the parameters would be enhanced if future researchs 
used measured data rather than reported data. 
·r 
-~ . 
,. 
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·,·· 
MAINTAINABILITY DESIGN 
·• 
The several excellent handbooks on maintainability design(?)(ll) 
• 
fail to evaluate quantitatively the advantages of on·e design over another • 
. In other words, the designer is given no indication in quantitiative terms 
of· the consequence of using one design feature as opposed to some alter-
native feature. 
A maintenance prediction technique will estimate at the d~·slgn 
stage the total time requlred to maintain an item of equipment. Using 
a maintenance prediction technique to evaluate design alternatives would 
-~ 
· be cumbersome because to evaluate one design feature over another would 
require application of the technique to each completed desi_g~. 
Retterer, Siege 1, et. al. , as a part of thei.r ·ma.:~ntepc:1nce -:p~;e-
<U.c tion study(lB), developed a statistical ranking procedure to inves• 
tigate, in quantitative terms, certain design features that affect main~-
~- -- . . . . •-- .. ·-:----- ---
tenance. I believe that the approach these authors used, or some simil-ar 
procedure, i£ extended to an investigation of Elemental Activity occur-
; 
rences, might serve as a gauge of maintenance features at design stage. 
The occurrence, or non-occurence, of certain Elemental Activities-
.can show good or poor design features of electronic. equipment. For in-
stance, captive fasteners are superior to non-captive fasteners because 
.. I 
they require only one hand to manipulate, and the other. hand is free to 
perform some other function. _As~embly or disassembly will require extra 
-42 . · 
• 
time when non-capttve fasteners are used in electronic equipment con-
struction, especially if a locking device is used. The occurrence of 
the Activity, "Removal and/or reinstallation of unit(s), sub-unit(s), 
c~ver(s), door(s), etc. attached by non-captive fasteners with detach-
able locking devices", where use of these fasteners may be customary 
but not necessary, would indicate poor design. Noi is it de.sirable for 
Activities_involving special test equipment to occur. Therefore, I 
• • 
• I . 
believe the ARINC approach to maintenance prediction could· also serve 
as a base for developing a quantitative evaluator of design'alternatives. 
During this study I made observations on design of equipment to 
·investigate one question: Do designers of electronic equipment use the 
.. tools available to them? Ti~ restricted my investigation of this ' 
.quest:ion to· a limited. survey •. As a part of each debriefing I aske.d ·the 
't·ecQ11ic.·ian two questions: 
1. Did you experience any del.ay during: assembly and 
disassembly that was caused by, poor design? If. 
yes, how mucµ time would you estimate you lost?, 
2, Was any time lost because of inadequate worki~g: 
space? If yes, how much would you ~S.·timate? 
·, 
Observations receiving a "yes" answer to question /Jl were 73, 82, 83, 90, 
98, with respective time estimates in minutes of 20, 1, 2, 3, 15. Ob-
servations receiving a "yes" answer to question /12 were 3, 19, 51, 6Z, 
77, with respective time estimates in minutes of 12, 30, 2, 25, 5. 
Therefore, according to the technicians, extra time· was needed on ten 
out of the 100 repairs accomplished. 
.,.. 
··: •. ,·-:.,,, --·· :-i; __ -,, •...•• ,-;·-,-.--
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,,. It ~s also interesting to note that the "Fault Location 
Category" consumed mo1;e time than the "Repair Category". In the one-
hundred observations eighty hours were spent finding the fault compared 
to forty-eight hours performing the required repairs. 
Based on the above information I will not an$wer "yes" or "no" 
to the question·, "Do the designers of electronic equipment use the tools 
available to them?" However, I believe this information does point out 
the need for more work in the area of designing for _maintainability. 
"'· 
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APPENDIX I 
DATA COLLECTION LIST OF ELEMENTAL ACTIVITIES 
The following definitions will be adhered to throughout the 
list of Elemental Activities. \.· .. ; 
Component - The term component is a generic one, and includes consoie~:,. 
test positions, test sets, units, sub-units and parts. 
Cqns·ple, Test. Position, Test Set ~ These are the largest components 
physically and functionally. They are usually housed·: l.n .. 
sheet metal boxes or cases. Each is completely se1f;...s.t1:f··-
ficient, requiring no other componen·t. to perform i·t.-,s 
designed function. 
Unit - This i~ the next largest component:, -~IJ.d is· :housed within .a 
console or test position, A unit may or-: -~Y not be sei~·~ 
·sufficient. A unit is connected to othe:~ un·.fts ;~y- mult:·1.:~ 
conductor cables. 
Sub-unit or Plug~in - These are smaller assemblies lo.ca:~¢d. tti up.t-ts. 
They are connected to other SQb .. unit·s. ·pl"- 'tp :th.Ef µnJ,j:_ 'py :J;Iiµl~.t:~ 
conductor cables. 
Part - This is the smallest component which is u·sed in standard cir-
cuit wiring. Parts include such items as condensors, re-
sistors, transformers, relays, terminal boards, vacuum tube:s·, 
.. 
transistors, switches, potentiometers, wires, synchros, etc·, 
"l<:t .... 
·.".· 
\ 
... 
I 
' . ....
. . ·I 
I 
. .. 
• 
.. 
,..,-•J;.;.::'"-:;,.'·,··,=-·-·_·.· __ , ·-•. 
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To further show electronic equipment breakdown one component 
is selected. 
Console - Hughes "Gen" 
-
Unit - _ ~ektronix Oscilloscope 
Sub-unit - Preamplifier Plug-in 
Part 
-
Resistor 
\ 
There is no requirement for Categories to actually follow in the 
order presented. 
Preparation Category 
I 
1. Conferring with operator, calibrator, oth~t :mai.ntertance 
pe:-r,~onnel, or readtng maintenance forms or writ~-up. 
This activity covers the methods b.y which the mainten-
ance technician first comes into ,c-pn-tact with the need 
for some maintenance action. 
2. Making a visual integrity check pricn; t;o turn-on, et't. 
Before a technician connects power to a piece of 
electronic equipment, he should inspect~ signs ot:. 
irregularities. An integrity check is recommende.d 
in most electronic training courses fot· saf;ety. 
3. End item turn-on, warm-up, setting, dial.sand counters as 
necessary. 
ization, 
4. Activity #3, plus time awaiting particular p~~t ::s·~,abt.~,~-
This Activity refers to electronic equipment which 
require an unusually long time to reach positional . 
. ' ., -----·--·--······· .... -· "''" " . ··-····--··-·····-····-·---
., 
. I 
I 
. - . _.._ ________ . - --
Handbook. 
,.-,'..,·.:- .• ;. .•. ,.,;.:-•. ·.,,.;.r,_·;~..:..;:.;.;;::;,~-~::=:::..-_,'••"·'· ,,_, "" .,·. - • -
• I 
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.. 
or thermal steady state conditions. Time delay relays 
and magnetrons are not considered unusually long. In 
this study any item that required more than 15 minutes, 
£·or Activity 113 was placed· in Activity ·114. 
5. Obtaining test equipment/tools. 
This ~efers to test equipment that will be used to 
perform required maintenance. For example, a multi-
meter, VTVM, or oscilloscope. Travel time to and 
from the test equipments and/or tools location is also 
considered in this Activity •. 
6. Setting up test equipment/tools. 
This Activity occurs only when Activity 115 has al-s·o 
occurred. 
Example - Setting up an oscillosc·.ope usually wi'1l 
include plug-in, turn-on, warm-up, calibrate, 
:t•r,r)·s:e~·~ dials' attach test probes' etc. 
Example - Setting up a sold~~lng iron includes plu·g-in 
' 
and warm up. 
7. Obtaining Technical Orders, schematics, and/or Manufacturers 
This refers to obtaining any pub·l.icat.i:ori req~ .. rire·,d to· ·pe·r~ 
form required maintenance. 
8. Procuring components in anticipation of need. 
Sometimes ·from conferring with the operator, etc. 
{:· ' .. 
the fault is obvious. Or, if the distance th,e 
te.chnical must travel to repair an item is great, he 
may take certain components with him on his initial trip. 
-; 
... -.--«------
·,/ 
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Malfunction Verification Category I ; 
, . 
9, Observing indications only. 
10. Making a visual integrity check. 
11. Using commercial test equipment. 
Example - Multimeter, VTVM, Oscilloscope 
12. Using spec.ial test equipment designed specifically for 
this equipment. 
This refers· to test equipment whose only justification for 
existence is to aid in repairing the malfunctioned item. 
13. P~rforming standard test problems. 
',,, This Activity pertains to the procedure of following 
ordered steps· as described by Technical Orders, 
Manufacturers Handbook, or other publications. 
i4. Testing for pressure leaks. 
' 
'!'his Activity would occur on items using gase~ or fluids 
such as transducers. 
15 .. Attempting to observe elusive symptom(~). 
16. Conferring with operator, calibrator, maintenance 
personnel or Technical Representative, etc. 
Assembly/Disassembly 
This new category pertains to ·external and internal packaging of 
equipment. Certain items usually must be removed in order to perform 
visual inspection and manipulative tasks. 
17 •. End item shut-off, turn-on, discharging components, rese·t:-· 
. 
ting dials and counters. 
This Activi~y is performed for safety during asseinl>.~y-
and/or disassembly. 
f 
'' 
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18. Removal and/or reinstallation of unit(s), sub-unit(s), 
cover(s), door(s), etc. a.ttached by finger operated captive fasteners. 
\ 
These items are partially·or completely removed from 
a console, test position, or test set either because 
this is the only way to perform internal repair, or 
because removal aids internal repair •. The complete 
replacement of a unit or sub-unit with another is 
considered a repair and, therefore, is included under 
the Repair Category. 
19. Removal and/or reinstallation of unit(s), sub-unit(s), 
coyer(s), door (s), etc. attached by tool operated captive fasteners. 
Example - "Dzus'' fasteners 
Same comments as #18 apply. 
20, Removal and/or reinstallatipn Of hose(s), cable(s), 
wiring (s), etc. as required to cletach unlt(SJ ~nd/or sub-unit (s) fl'.Om 
console:, test position, or tes"t s,et .. 
21. Removal of unit(s), sub-unit(s), cover(s), doo·r(s), etc, 
attached by non-capt:i.Ve fasteners without detachable lock~ng device.s ,. 
Example - :Sheet metal screws 
Same comments as #18 apply. 
22. Reinstallation of unit(s), sub .. unit(s), cover(s), dootttsh 
etc. attached by non-captive fasteners without detachable locking devices. 
23, Removal of unit{s), sub-unit(s), cover(s), door{s), etc. 
·held by n~-captive fasteners wi~ detachable locking devices. 
Example - Machine screw with lock washer and Hex nut. 
'Same conmen ts as #18 apply. 
\: 
1 ·•. ~ • 
-~·-
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24. Reinstallation of unit(s), sub-unit(s), cover(s), door(s)
1 
etc, held by non-captive fasteners with detachable locking devices. 
25. Removal of tape, sp.aghetti, harness, jacket, or other 
covering(s). 
The removal of these items is required to gain access to 
the malfunctioning part, etc. 
26. Replacement of tape, spaghetti, harness, jacket, or other 
covering(s). 
Fault Location Categorx 
27. Fault self-evident from symptom observation. 
28, Interpreting symptom(s) by mental analysis pnly (from: 
knowledge/experience). 
29. Making a visual integrity check. 
30. Interpreting built-in displays at different Bettin·gs ,,of 
.. ,31, Interpreting buHt:-'in metez: readings. 
32. Checking voltages, continuity, waveforms, and/or signal 
ttacing 1;,y use of externally connected test equipment. 
:~::3, Using special test equipment. 
Same comments as #12 apply. 
34. Removal of part(s) and checking irt shpp or other area. 
- - . , -· ' -- ·----
·.1 
Example - Removing a vacuum ttfb:e and testing on a tube 
tester. 
35. Removal of. unit (s)/ sub-utit (s) and checking in shop o.r 
other area. 
36. Switching and/or substituting part(s). 
-· ---·· 
' . ( 
"· 
:-· 
,. 
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37. Switchin' and/or substi.t;µting unit(s)/sub-unit(s). 
38. Consulting Technical Orders • 
. 39. Consulting schematics and/or Manufacturers Handbook. 
40. ·conferring with Technical Representatives and/or other 
maintenance personnel. 
41. Isolating pressure leaks. 
42.--.. Performing standard test problems. 
Same conunents as 113 apply. 
43. Conferring with operator, calibrator, etc. 
These individuals are the, ones who report the malfuncti.on •. : 
Component Procurement Category 
44. Obtaining replacement(s) from bench, shop~ .or _pr:_e·--i_s·_sue .. 
45. Obtaining replacement(s) by cannibalization •.. ,· 
In the Air Force"cannibaliz~" means, "to remove seryl¢ea~_l;-e, 
:pa:rts from one item of equipment in order to in-st·al,1 ·them. 
* on another item of equipment"·. 
; 
46. Attempting to ob.tain replacem.e_.rtt(-~) .• Un:ava·i la·ble· . 
. , .-.. - - .- . :- .-.,.•, :• ·. 
- Repair Category 
Activities 4·7 :t-hrough 69 occur in cases where the technician is 
. 
working under hazardous conditions, such as, proximity·to high voltage, 
radiation, moving parts, high temperature components, or on elevated 
st~ctures, etc. 
--------------------- -------
* Reference AFM 11-1, Air Force Glossary of Standardized Terms and Definitions, December, 1963 
J,:. 
1 
'' \; ,,.,'- · .... 
I .. 
. ·-· .- ,- ..... ,. 
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~ 
Occasions may arise where a repair involved more than one Activity. 
For instance, the installation of a plate transformer involves two Activ-
ities. First, "Replace mechanically held part". This would include the 
removal and replacement. of the four bolts. Second, "Replace wiring(s), 
· soldered connection". This includes the soldering of the leads to ter-
minals. 
~ 47. . End item shut-off, .tur~ .. O.tl,,: discharging components, resetting 
dials and counters. 
Same couunents as #17 apply. 
Activities 48 through 57 refer to part (s) such as .a .t;ube. :sbleld: 
.or· clip which must be remove~. i.p order to remove a vacuum tube. 
.• 
48. Removal of (1) adjacent part required to perform repair. 
49. Reinstallation of (1) adjacent part . 
50. Removal of ·(2) adjacent parts required to per£ orm repair. 
,51. Reinstallation of (2) adjacent par~s . 
.... 
52. Removal of (3') adjacent parts required to perform . ·- '. repair· .. 
.. . 
.53. Reinstalla~fo·n of (3) adjacent parts. 
54. Removal of (4) adjacent parts required to :P·e:rform repair . 
. 55. Reinstallation of (4) adjacent parts . 
. 56. Removal of (5) adjacent pa~ts required to perform repair. 
57. Reinstallation of (5) adjacent parts. 
,; 
58. Replace plug-in part(s) .. 
Example - Vacuum tube, transis~q,11,." 
59. Replace soldered-in p~rt"(s). 
gxamp-le - Resistor, capacitor~ 
_ . .., .... , . 
t-·. 
•":.·:,,' 
':'1~' "\( . ' 
! ', .. 
. ' j . 
... 
60. Replace unit(s)/sub-unit(s). 
Example - Printed circuits, pre-amplifier plug-in 
Tektronix oscilloscope. 
61. Replace mechanically held part(s). 
Example - Potentioneter, transformer. 
62 • . Replace or repair wiring(s). Soldered connection. 
~52 
ixamples - Leads to potentiometers, leads from transformer . 
. · :6J,. Replace or repair wiring(s). Mechanical connection.· 
.. 
Example - wiring attached to solderles·s terminal. 
64,. Replace or repair connector(s) • 
. Example - Tube socket. 
65. Straightening bent or def.armed part (s). 
Example - Straighten a bent potentiometer shaft. 
:66. Other non-electronic types of maintenance • 
. Example - Sawing, filing, drilling. 
67. Making adjustment(s) .. 
This is not a ~aJib·ration Activity • 
. 68. Cleaning, polishing, lubricating (oniy whe'.il -t.e.q_ti'.ir._e_d :t:o 
reti1:rn equipment to proper operating co-nci'ition). 
The cleaning or painting of an item to improve it:;s-
appeara~ce is not necessary for proper operation, 
69. Precautiqnary repait-(s}J(fnc·ludes fault location, componen-t 
procurement, and repair time spent when symptom not verified). 
_ActivJ.ti~s 70 through 92 are performed working µnder non-hazardous 
~qn~itions. 
.. 
.. .:.,. . :.; . ···-· - -·· .. -- ~ -~ ·-- ' 
'i 
I 
If' 
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' 
J_. 
70. End item shut-off, turn.on,. discharging components, 
I 
- . '. \ 
resetting dials and counters. 
Same comments as #17 apply. 
71. Removal of (1) adjacent part required to perform repair. 
72. Reinstallation of (1) adjacent part. 
73. Removal of (2) · adjacent parts required to perform repair.· 
74. Reinstallation of (2) adjacent parts. · 
75. Removal of (3) adjacent pai;ts required to perform • repair. 
.76. Re installation of (3) adjacent parts. 
77. Removal of (4) adjacent parts required to. per·for:~- ~e·pai.~ •. 
78. Reinstallation of (4) adjacent parts, 
79. Removal of (5) ·adjacent parts required to perform repair. 
· 80. Reinstalla~t:o.n. o.f (5) adjacent parts. 
81. Replace plug-in part(s), 
Example - Vacuum tube, transi$t:or •. 
82. Re.place soldered-in part (s) .. 
Example - Resistor, capacitor. 
83. Replace unit(s)/sub-unit(s). 
,, f: 
I 
'. ·ll_ 
Examples - Printed circuits, pre-amplifier plug:--in 
Tektronix oscilloscope. 
, 
84. Replace mechanically-----he-ld part (s). 
-. .,,,_, ·• 
Examples - Potentiometer, transformer. 
· 85. Replace or repair wiring (s). Soldered connection. -- --- --- ---
Examples - Leads to Potentiometer, leads from transformer. 
86. Replace or repair wiring(s). Mechanical connection. 
Example - wiring attached to solderless terminal. 
··..---, .. ,.-..._..,.._ 
, ....... ; <I',•- ·,1•·1·, -., , '.\•.'. -~ -'-. ,· ,,.,! ,,·.'· ,. ~ , 
- -- . _,_ ·-- '., __ ,.,, 
- - - -- - - - -1 
_\ 
, ... ,·' ' 
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87. Replace or repair connector(s). 
Example - Tube socket. 
88. Straightening bent or deformed parts. 
Example - Straighten a bent potentiometer shaft. 
89. Other non-electronic types of maintenance. 
Examples - Sawing,. filing, drilling. 
90. Making adjustment{s). 
This is not a calibration Activity'. 
~ 
91. Cleaning, polishing, lubricating (brtly when required t.Q 
:re:'t;u~n .. equipment to proper operatiD:g· .¢qnditi:on) .. 
·The cleaning or P~.in;.tipg: ·o:f ,art ltem. to improve. i.ts 
appearance is n·ot ·g.E!ces:s·aty .£or· proper operation ... 
:·9.2. Precaut.ion~ry. :re:pat.r (s.) .(inc·.lude·s·. :fault locattqn,~ 
Final Checkout Category 
. ., 
; 
93. Warm-up, cooking,; o.r 'ba_king~·irt:-. 
This Act'ivity· ,-occur:s :b:~cau,s~ ot· the re.placement, of. :sq~ 
:94 :T. -e_s._··_t· ..... : ....... 
95" Minor calibration (1e·S$: :-than two hours duration). 
96. Major. calibration (two or more hours duration). 
t, 
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APPENDIX II 
J 
RAW DATA COLLECTED FOR SYSTEMSH 
• 
l 
:m u 
s 5 5 20 l 5 
.I. l 18 10 2 a 09 3 41 3 10 4 30 10 5 s 
8 JI. ! 2 3 2 s 
a 1 5 ! ?, 1 2 2 2 l ! 2 2 
! 5 u 
!5 !5 5 3 2 
5 
35 ! 10 2 
l 1 a o.s 
5 15 
30 2 10 2. l 5 3 
5 15 5 2 ! 1 2 l 5 
5 6 7 17 7 a.s 6 
' 
l .5 3 2 10 
.! 
.I. 2 ! 
.1 Ill 7 7 l l!I 5 10 10 l 20 2 15 s 5 0 10 1 15 15 5 4 
' 
.lS 20 45 5 10 10 s 15 s 
15 30 15 30 10 2 10 75 30 s 20 5 10 10 10 
8 15 
60 30 5 30 20 
II 5 
20 10 8 2 6 15 20 30 3 2 90 10 20 0 10 :!ii) !O 60 20 
30 8 
a AO 5 3 10 0 s 10 10 s 2 10 s 5 10 ! 3 5 5 20 3 2 5 a 5 2 10 5 45 3 JO 10 4 4 1 
' 
.11 
.s 
s 
10 
'----ll-+---il-.+---il--l--l.-,d--+---l--+---l--r-::--l--+---l--+--+-+--l-+----l~+---l~--l----ll---l----l,--+--1-.J--4--l--4--+----ll-+---ll---1--l---1--l--+-.J--+-.J--l-+----I..JL+--J-+---li--.!!s+-~+-+-"':+-+-1"-+-r.c's'::;-1~1y_+--l~3 s s 1 s .!. • 5 0...5 66 D 
15 
15 
3 
5 
l 1 3 2 1 2 l 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 fl 
2 3 60 30 JIS 
'1111 15 5 .1.0 5 2 2- 5 A,5 30 75 2 00 25 15 10 2 10 15 5 5 10 
2 
o.s 
5 5 4 70 60 15 a 15 15 10 5 60 10 l A 3 7 9 5 s 120 10 2 a 
IN Mi NU TES, 
<t 0.17 MINUTES used when the Activity occurred, but the time duration was too short for estimation. 
------~'"<- - rf5jj=';azz;],-'e.-- -
-
3 0 .• ~ 
! 
2 
3 2 s 
3 II 3 5 2 
2 1 
" 
AO .s 
'il 
. " 3 
! o.s 8 a 
5 ~ 
!S 
,. l 
A • 7 ! 0,1 .1 .1 ,A? 
5 5 10 3 s 2 3 0.1 3 5 
s 35 3 5 3 0 
10 a 10 1S 
5 15 10 2 
50 0 
s 
4 7 3 s !S AO s 5 s o.s 5 30 2 10 
3 15 
e 
2 0.5 2 3 s a 5 2 A a 
.7 5 5 I 
.2· 3 3 .s o.s 1 20 .s 
2 10 
05 
l 5 
I 
I 
1 
llO 110 10 20 20 30 15 
AO 4 
4 15 
~--
" 
. · I 
APPENDIX III 
ONE HUND~D SYSTEMS OBSERVED 
I. -. ·. . . - ..... -(A lphaoe t ica l Order) 
:l,: A C· P. C Preamplifier 
·2· 
. : . 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Absolute D C Power Supply· 
Amplifier 
Assurance .Chassis· Powe.r Supply M K 45 
Assurance Teste.r· C:ont·r·ol Panel 
6. .Assur·an.ce ·Te.st. :_Stand' Cable T P lJ.1;..-5:-t 
A.ss.uran·ce· T.est \Stand Cable M ·K. ·2s· 
9. 
10. 
1.1. 
12. 
13. 
14 •. 
J~6. 
:17. 
·ta. 
19. 
20 •. 
21. 
., 
Astro Tra·c-ke·r T P Power Supply 
ittitude Control Analyzer 
Attitude: Indicator Test Panel 
Attitude Tester 
Auto. Typist Unit Attitude .Az·fzmuth· ·Te.s:t_~;r· 
Balometer 
Beckman/Berkeley Counter Md. 7360 
Beckman/Berke iey Counter Md. 53-SQ:: 
Berkeley Counter Md. 5510 
"" Berkeley Repetition Generator Md. 55S6B: 
Blower Chassis Circuit Tester 
Bridge Amplifier 
Bruno Multimeter PSM-6 
Calibration Cart Power Supply 
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22. Computer Tester · 
--23. . Continuity Indicator 
24. Control Panel from T. P. 4891 . 
. 25. D C Field Supply (Calidyne Ass. 
·26. .· D C Meter 
', 
27, •. D C Torque ·Test Position . ·.,• . 
2Jl. Displacement Test Panel 
2 .. 9 .. Drift Analyzer 
.3·.(l, Dual-Differentiat Voltmeter 
. tfl: ". :J)umont Oscilloscope Md. 304 
32 · ..... ·oumont Oscilloscope Md. 304 
.33. Pynamic Balancer 
·34 •.. ·F-an in Te·s.t Pos·i.tion· 
.3.6 • Harmonic Wave Analyze,r· 
:3'-9-. ,Hess Inst. Manome:te~ 
A 
A R 
Test 
4·tJ.. Hewlett-Packard Counter Md. 521 A R 
41~ Hewlett-Packard c·ounter Md. 524 A D 
42. Hewlett-Packard Coun.t·er Md. 5,24 C 
Set) 
43. Hewlett-Packard Oscii··1ator Md. 201 C ::R 
44. Hewlett- Packard Oscillator Md. 540 B 
,1. 
4-5, Hewlett-Packard Oscilloscope Md. 120 AR 
46. Hewlett- Packard Oscilloscope Md. 122 AR 
47. Hewlett-Packard Oscilloscope Md. 130 B 
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· _'I\,, ,...1, .f-~,._. ,<, ... ,,,, -.:·.:~,.i:.t,._::..'I, ~-~·'.,~I·.·:, 
-~ )1 
r. 
''.1-
'I 
_ __> 
48. Hewlett-Packard Power Supply Md. 712 B 
I ' 
:49. Hewlett-Packard VTVM Md. 400 H 
50. Hewlett-Packard VTVM Md. 400 L 
V 
.s 1. Hewlett-Packard VTVM Md. 410 B 
. ; 
:-5=2. Hickok Oscilloscope Md. 640 AF 
,53:. .Horizontal Situtation Indicator Test Set 
54. Hughes Oscilloscope Md. 104 
:SS. Hughes Repetition Tate Generato~: 
s:·9 .. ~ .Ideal-Aerosmith Inc. Manometer. -~--1 
,57.. :I. F. Sinunulator 
:58:. '.Invertron 
····' •. ' .. • 
-S.9. John Fluk¢ A C/D· -~ D·iffetential ypttmete.t 
6;(l. l{entel Jli_goital :voltmeter 
61. Kollsman Alignment Stand 
62. Killsman Test Star Data Dis.p. 
63. Missile T P 368 
.l'fodulation Meter 64. 
65. 
66. 
:67· 
Performance Evaluati-on, Con-t:r,ol- Pane·l . . . . .. . .. . . . . . · ..... - : . . 
.. · ... 
Phaostron -Muitiµieter· 
Phase Sens.tt:i:ve Voltme .. tecJ~~ 
:6~-. Philco Ele:ctroni._c: 'l'hermocou-p:le· te·s~t-e:r 
-·-.--·---· .. · ·.b-9. . .. Printer 
.70·. Progra~:r· 
71, R. F. Chassis Power Suppl.y . ..... 
72. Rada Pulser 
73. Range Track Test Set 
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!l 
ij 
I 
I 
I 
I 
r 
! 
I 
,..,,.,_ 
. . . : .. - ~· ... ,. ...... -·:,.. . '. - '.. .. ........ . . :_,._. 
74. Repeater Indicator Test Panel 
75. Roll A~plifier 
76. Rutherford Generator Md. 52 A 
77. Rutherford Pulse Generator Md. B- 7 
' 78. Scan Generator Power Supply 
r 
7-9· •.. Se:rvo Amplifier 
80. Servo Chassis Signal Control Unit 
.s·1. Servo Chassis T. S .. Power Supply 
8·2. . Signal Generator and Discriminator 
:83:.. Sweep Generator 
:84-. ·S.y:stron Digital Volttneter Md. 12·3 I'. 
-
'.85::~. .Tape-Ard Reader 
·a·-6· 
·:. · .. · .. ·Tape Reader 
::8·7. T,ektr.onix. Oscilloscope Md. 512 
88:. 'T.ek'troni.'x Oscilloscope Md. 531 
... . .. 
a·:9:. ·T.ektronix Oscilloscope Md. 545 
,9·Q .• , Tektronix Oscilloscope Md. R. M. 31 
91 .. .Tektronix Oscillo.scope Md. R. M. 31 
::9·2· 
. Tektronix Oscilloscope Md . R. M. 41 
. . ·,. 
A 
A. 
·9). :+ektronix Oscilloscope Md . (Un icleti:t t'f ied J 
.. 9·4. ·T.e·st Set Attitude Indicator Pqwer~upi>"ly 
.95.. ·Te.st Set Coupler 
96. Timer in Test Position 
,9.7 .• Trouble System Control Panel. 
98. Vertical Gyro Test Stand 
99. Voltage Regulator Chassis Power Supply 
100. Weston Multimeter 
' 
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APPENDIX IV 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON MAINTENANCE TECHNICIANS 
DEBRIEFED 
Raw Data." . 
. •· •. • .• page· 61 
Ski 11 Leve 1 J ol:t ·n~=~:cr-lpt_~op • I! • • page 62 
The following bl ·~~ key to the coding used: 
A - Maintenance Te.chri'ician. N-umh.er 
B - Skill Level 
C - Highest Formal Education 
-60 
ll ·- iju;mber of Months of Formai. ·E:lecitronic Ct)µ:r_ses c·ompleted-
,E ·- Number of Years Doing- ·Electronic Maintenance 
F -. Numper of Months Do.ing Present Electronic Maintenance Work 
.. :. I 
\ 
/ 
A 
1 
2 
3 
.4 
. .5 
·6 
7 
a:· 
9.· 
10 
t.l 
'12. 
·13. 
'.l4· 
1.5: 
1'6 
:·17 
·1a 
.:1-9 
~0-
:·2:1 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
2:·8 
2··· ... 9""''' ; ·: 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
' . ',,._.\. ' ' 
-. 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
. 
ON MAINTENANCE TECHNICIANS DEBRIEFED 
B 
l-l 
11. 
:l_l. 
ll. 
:fl 
11 
tl 
,ll 
ll 
lil 
lt 
11 
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·1.. Introduction 
,,,. 
Purpose of Posi-tion is to accomplish specified tasks involved in the 
repair of electronic :·tes't equipment for air-to-air missiles and their com-
ponents and/or: •ij~ro-.c_ompass systems and their components. 
:11 .• Duties and Responsibilities 
1. Following prescribed techrtf_qu·e:s_ attd .-proc:edures and with wor~ 
spot checked for quality and progress, replaces indicated resistors, 
c.apacitors, transformers, electron tubes, cables, and wiring. Uses such 
tools as wrenches, pliers, screwdrivers, _and soldering iron. Pre-
positions leads on parts prior to installing by bending to ·conform with 
'mounting _provi.sions of associated circuitry. Cleans- ·,c.omponents to remove 
-d-us:t:, dirt and corrosion preparatory to overhaul. Removes lacing from 
Wiring cables, replaces defective wi~es, an~ te~laces cahles. Solders 
·wir~: ends. to plug and connector termin~ls. V'is'll'ally checks ·_Plugs and 
conne.cto:rs for bent, broken or ·pitte·d pins; :conne_cto_rs for cracked bodie_s 
of' :S.igns of arcing between pfrts .-
-Z·.. Tests sub-miniature .ele·ctr·on ttibe:s ort: a:S·'.Sembled tube testers. 
,_ 
,1 
Checks components for _vi.sible damage, such as loqse solder joints, over-
heated resistors, cracked capacitor lead seals 'and. easer, and simii~~-
indications of excessive heat or stress. Ins.talis reparable cqmponen_t:.s 
on tes.t jigs and fixtures and connects test cables to components in pre-
parat-ion for component proce;s_sing ·by. higher level employee. Using cry$tal 
checker, checks crystal diodes for satisfactory front to back conduction 
ratios. Stakes and/or secures newly assembled components with cements 
. or safety wi.+e. Opens outer cases of heremetically ·Sealed units by 
unsoldering and removing sealing band. 
/ 
-
. . ....;.......... -· 
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3. Working under the iristr~ction and guidance o·f a highe:r grade 
employee and with wo~k rev:iewed for accuracy and completeness, opera-tes 
specialized test equipment to isolate malfunction in component circuit-s 
of test equipment being repaired. 
4. Performs other tasks as required. 
III. Other Significant Facts 
Standing and walking. Some bench work. Lifts ,and move:s equipment. 
'W,'etghing up to 40 pounds. 
,and. solde·ting burns. 
Subject to cleaning compouncls:, e.Cte·c:t-r·ic. shoc:lcs, 
.. ~· 
. 
l 
. •I 
:' • l : I,< ' ' ' ' '-~•,.,..,,...,.,. , ' 
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' I 
Purpose of position is to :t_roµ·blesh:o~ot:,_ -~·_e:pa-fr-~ and ca1tb.ra·te s.u·b-
se,c·:tions·. or subassemblies ·o·.f ·the electronic. c:o.tnpo.nents .o._f sp:ec-ialized test 
-consoles and equipments· used. in testing, troubl~'~hooting, and adjusting 
.¢.omponents .o! air-to-air missiles that home on in·fi·are:d :t.adiatiQ~i:s 9.1;-:: 
on reflected radar p,ul~e.S':• 
II. 
1, Wtth work ·spot :9h~~ke:d by a: ·htgh~.r' ~rade employee :f:P.t qua.lity 
a.rtd :p.r-ogre·s·.s, ~nd .guided· :by techp..tcal ord:ers, ·test' posi:tion :handb:ooks ,. 
s-cne11:1atic~, ·manufacturers.' ma.nuals an~ te·st spe.cificat_ions, and ·app~.qvefci·-
t:echnlques artd. procedur·es, accomp.lish.es th_e fo1l·owing .. t;echnical--buc not. 
:.all-inc· lusi-ve- ~ _tas·k·s : Trouble·-Shoots, rep.a-ifs. and calibrate·~ component 
~i:rcuit:t.y of :electronic test equipment removed. from: :spe_c.ialized miss.ile 
c:omponet1t test con~ol~s. For example, tro.ti~leshoo.ts and :replaces de·-
fec.tive parts- of the- power supply of an .oscillos·cope with a time base 
d:own to .1 ·.micro-second and a vertical se.rtsitivit-y from D C ·to· 100 
µi~gacycles. Using a signal. _gen·erato~ and art ·o~c,il1.oscope, feecis :~ignal 
:of :J.trtow wavef·o:t:-m an,d. trequence to power supply· input and .observes o·sctl~· 
.. los~op¢ .for p.r:oper s~gnal from output. If: sig:na.1 is off speci.ficat:Lons-~ 
checks tub~s ·with ele.ctr·on.lc .tube checker. If tub·es ar·e bi:i'd, replac~s. 
If tuhes are good., tests. other circuit components for ·proper values., .u·sJ:n~:-
·.ohtnmeter and ob_tainfng :such values from schen'.lat-:ic·s .. Replaces .defe.ct.ive· 
parts like resistors, capacitors, crystals,. ·sel~n.ium rectifiers,. antl 
·wiring. Calibrates by making screw driver a.dJustment~ to variable re:-. 
sistors and capacitors and observing sere.en fo·r p·rqp·er values!" :In . . com·-
parable manner loca·tes and replaces c;le.fective pa~ts in oscillost~:ppe.':s 
cathode r~y· tube cir ..cuitry· ·ap._d· ·in -acc·omp,lishi.ng such work. on oscill.oscpp·e· 1:·s . ' . . 
:~. 
\ 
I 
,· 
1· ( . 
i i .· 
r 
j 
i I .· 
I . 
; l ~m:-a ...... ~-~---.;-.;-.;-.;-~·;·;;·---;;····;······
1111
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power supply, sweep, vertical amplifier, and pre-amplifier circuitry 
that is still malfuncti·oning after above indicated repairs. 
2. Performs similar tasks of comparable level of difficulty on 
sub·-sections or circuitry of such other electronic components of missile 
component test consoles as signal generators, oscillators, rada-pulsers, 
electronic counters, and vacuum-tube voltmeters. 
3. Uses such test equipment as time mark gene·rator, frequency 
counters, frequency generators (UHF, VHF, SHF), pulse generators, RX 
meter, V~, digital vo_~tmeters, differential voltmeter, and phase meters. 
4. Working under ~be .instruction and guidance of a higher grade 
employee, and with worJ~ ·reviewe·d for ·.accurac.y and coµipletene·.ss, fsc>l.a..tes 
:malfunctioning in· and. calib.rates .m:i'ssile.: :co·mponent test consoles an4: 
complete components o·~ t·e~rt eq:v.tpments of such: cons-ole·s. 
5 . Performs an.y· ta.s:k: ·.o £: l.·owe.·r . g.;r:ade :~mp loye.e·-s. :and ·o·tlitft.:\ l,a.s:k·s" 
as .required. 
; 
Controls Over Work 
Works under close supe:rv._ist~11. of Unit ·F·oteniati and:: under instruction 
,and: guidance of higl:ie~ ~t~de emp·loye.e. w.or,k· is: sp.ot:· ¢h.ecked and reviewed 
:,fo.r ac.curacy and completenes,s. Follows. techntca:1 orders., manufacturers' 
manuals, schematic diagrams, and ,a:pprove·d technique.-s and procedures. 
' 
Other Significant Fac_t_s_ 
Mostly benchwork. ·· -"ilequi.:res:°.efy:e-hand coordination·. ·:Haza:rds of 
. 
,:h.i.$h voltages and soldering ir.on ·:burn·s. Medium·to h'¢$vy J}f~Jng. May be 
r~fquired to work shifts. 
,-1 . 
• .. 
... 
• 
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l_.. Introduction 
Purpose of this position is t·o troubleshoot·, r.ep_iir:; ·a..dJus;t, and 
test precision electrical test equ~pment, which irtclucl.es electrical 
operated and· ·controlled hydraulic, :pneumatic, and optical, consoles an4. 
other tes.t e_quipment ~sed to repair component devi.ce,s of a.:it·~:t:o·-a-f.r· 
missiles tha .. t home .. on ·fn.ft"a,re:q' -C>:r: radar. 
II. :-l)u,:t":J~.e-s ·an·d Responsibilitle-s. 
. ...... .. ····t c:1r·cu1 
1. .us·ing knowledge of eiectric.a.:l the'e>ty and With ·the.- aid of 
di$grani~ ~- blueprints, te·c·hnical ~.nual.s,. \ioltmet~-rs., a·mmeters,_,. 
wa:~:tmeters·, poteqtio.meters, 1.111:i-ver·~al bridges, digital. counters, q.scll-
lo,scctp.es., signal: gener·at.o.r,s·, dead ·weight testers, tl;letmometers and 
:pressure gauges,. etc., logically loc.alizes and ver.ifies causes of mal--
func·tions in precision electrical test equipment,. UsJ.ng a variety. o,~ 
h·and tools, r:epaits or replaces d.efective par:ts_;;_ ·Re:solders all etec·t.ri·<;aJ-. 
connections di__st:urbed during re·pc1..irs· to a·ss.ure- mechanically secure low 
.. & : 
· :resistance joints. Makes visua_l lnspectl.on ·.of re_p_aired equfpmen-t to 
locate and correct potential comp·o~e·nt or c.ircuitry fail.u.re.s re.sult1trg: 
from corros-ion, heat, fungl-, moisture, abra.s,ion, fc;,rei.gn. objects ·an.cl: :9th~t· 
causes. Op·er·ates the repaired equipment through all function_s, adjusts 
-~nd -a·1lgns any variable circuit or mechanical elements provided, to bring_ 
equ!pm:e.nt performance within prescribed specifications by comparing re-
:Sutt-s against certified shop standards of superior accuracy. 
2. . Checks valves, pumps, regulators, accuinul.at.ors, and similar 
·parts of the pneumatic or hydraulic sections of test consoles for proper 
operation; · overhauls as necessary and measures for and· has replacement 
parts made. Cleans pump orifices, manifold~mechanism, diffusion pump. 
l. • .f ·-
·~ . ' 
1 
I, J 
,- .,- ne t1?--:awe¥tea•t-e1,s 
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Adjusts 4-way, electrically-actuated hydraulic valves for proper operating 
sequence and specified hydraulic pressures. Adjusts thicroswitches to reg-
ulate_ solenoids that control hydraulic valves that actuate gas cylinders .. 
Removes and calibrates gages. Checks the accuracy of repaired equipment 
to make ready for calibration. 
3. Typical test consoles and equipments worked on inc.lude: trans-
,duc·ers, multimeters, moving coilmeters, resistance, capacitance,. and in-
ductance decades, potentiometers; consoles for charging and leak testing 
the high pressure gas tank of hydraulic power supplies; for adjusting 
and testing, under similated flight conditions, pressure control valves 
and missile servopositioners; for drop shocking missile .. components at 
specified G's; for accelerating missile compo~ents at specified rates . 
. 4. Instructs pe·,;-sortrtel in proper operation of ·t~st consoles· and 
eqt:1.~:pment.. As' requ.ire.d.,_ trans lower grade employe.es and. :.othe:r. :tasks cfs 
r¢qµlred .. 
. t:"lf. Controls Over Work 
Receives work assignments from and works under the direc:t ,f(lipe.r-
v.1.·$:ion of a first level foreman in the Unit, who spot checks work. £·or· 
qu·ality and progress, is available for technical assistance .. Follows 
.tec,hnical orders, manufacturers' manuals· and similar -guide 1-ine-s. 
. .IV. Other Significant Facts 
' i 
Hazard of fluids under high ·pressures. ·Subject to 1000 volt 
potentials, to cuts from oil or gas leaking und~ir high pressure, (up to 
9300 P.S.I.), to bumps and bruises while working in cramped and strained 
positions' work·s·-rnafr~c-onditioned, dust-controlled, security-designed 
buiiding. May be required to work shifts. 
., 
•.: J 
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SKILL LEVEL 11 
ELECTRONIC TEST EgUIPMENT REPAIRER ~· 
I. Duties and Responsibilities 
Concerned primarily with troubleshootitjg and· r·epairing electronic 
test equipment, including test equipments use-d· a·s installation primary, 
secondary and transfer standards. Receives ·work assignments in work order 
form. Is guided by technical orders, manufacturers' specifications, 
schematic diag·rams and approved techniques and procedures. Work is spot . 
.. 
checked by unit foreman for quality and progress. 
1. Diagnoses and 'isolates ~lfunctioning .in, ,modif.·i'es., rep.airs, 
tunes, aligns, synchronize·s .-and- c,oa·rs:e ca·librates· -ah·ove indicated cate-
gories of electronic· te.st equipment consisting of ~-~_ch. equiplllents as 
VTVM' s (AF and RF), oscil_loscope s, synchr<>scop·e·s, stgnal g.aµeratqrs 
(audio, VHF, UHF, microwave), frequency c·ounters,. frequency meters, pulse 
generators, oscillators, capaci'tance, inductance arid resiSta.nce bridges, 
spectrum analyzers, Q me.ters., digital voltmeters, G~iger co~nters ,. tube 
4 
testers, power meters arid differential voltmeters. Found· in .such equip.;. 
ment are various numbers and combinati:ops of the f'ollowing· .t:ypical type:s 
of electronic circuitry, both in basic fo~·ms and in specialized desigi;ts ·~ 
amplifier, oscillator, power supply, cathode follower, voltage coupler,. 
bridge r~~tifier, detector, multiv·ibr.ator, phantastron, time constant, 
. I 
klystron, time dE!_lay, inverse feedback, phase comparator, amplitude and 
phase discriminator, gating, selective filter, frequency $1tiplier and 
divider, magnetic amplifier, and transistor. 
2. Visually examines test equipments for such defective conditions 
as broken· leads, cold solder joints, loose connections, and burnt, over-
heated ar missing parts. As possible operates equipments, checking for 
off-specification conditi.ons and tenta~ively determining from sµcJt 
·r 
... ,·::.·',.·.·."·,_;'·:,:",:;:·,.·:=;:'· 
<· 
! 
r. 
) 
.. 
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.. 
conditions the probable location and cause of malfunctioning. Analyzing 
pertinent schematic diagrams,.recognizes the various types of electronic 
circuitry used in the equipments and the functions and operations of 
such circuitry. Checks power supply output voltages for proper ampli-
tudes and distribution, using multimeter. u·sing signal,generatars, 
frequency meters, synchroscopes, power output meters and/or various 
other of the above indicated types of test equipments,- .and following the-
schematics, tests the malfunctioning equipments' handling of s.ignals 
beyond the power supply. Tests for such requirements as proper voltage, 
~ 
c~rrent, phase, frequency, power, modulation, wavelength, waveform, pulse 
repetition, pulse width, noise figure, and rise and decay times. Isolates·-
malfunctioning to particular circuitry,. then to particular circu3:t_s of 
sµ_ch ~ircuitry, and f-tnally to part:i...cular components of such circuits. 
:Cleans, r~p4.irs or replaces defective parts or- coniiect,ion·s. .Tunes, 
al·fgns .an;d _synchronizes various: cl-rcu-_i:ts :a·x:id clrcu_it_ry, ancl coarse cali-
·bra.t.·es fo.r final calibration ·_by calfbration ~nd cei:.tt_f ication personne 1. 
A.,c·_compl-i~bes.: such operation.s· by· ·adjusting coils,,_ re-'Si·stors and capacito~s. 
:J. As required, trans lt;>We·r: :g,r·ad'.e· :empl_qy·ee.~·-. Performs: ~ny task . 
. :o-f'. J_qwet grade employees arid ·othe:r. t-a-sks as :re:qu.lred· . 
1:1 •.. Physical Effort 
Mostly benchwork. llEfql;l.fite~ ey,e - :hand cootd;ina:tion. 
III. Working Condition~ 
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